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... . NO. 12 
Eastern State News 
"Tell the Truth and Don't Be ·Afraid" 
EASTERN ILLINOIS STATE . COLLEGE . • .  CHARLESTON 
, . 
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 17, 1947 
Officer Election Tomorrow Warbler Gives Campus Courtship, Mar�iage Series 
In January· Assemblies 
DENT council, at their 
last Thursday evening, 
hold winter election of 
·:ers tomorrow. One in-
1tudent will be elected to 
t council. 
.ion will be held under 
in the hall of Old Main 
a. m to 4 p. m. 
must be turned in to 
1wson's office by 6 p. m. 
··· Fitzgerald, president 
'e, Union 
se Big 
Band Dance 
MEN'S League and the 
Union have recently en­
a plan to bring a name­
ltastern's campus this 
rdingly the Office of 
of Men has learned 
spondence that such 
those of Hal Mcln­
Basie, Harry Cool, 
s, and Shep Fields 
,ble for the proposed 
ces are held during the 
apring at other Illinois 
but these schools have 
Uments than that of 
activity such as this at 
·ould require the co-oper­
'the 1ocial organizations as 
the interest a11d support 
.ent body. 
1portant question at 
, "Do the students of 
want a name-band on 
other than at homecom­
t" l 
stions and opm1ons, 
ny, may be left with 
t of the Women's Lea­
leader of the Men's 
S H. Coleman, head 
Social Science depart­
lln'itten an article for 
1ber edition of Social 
alournal of the Nation­
for Social Studies. 
is entitled "Our En­
Political Reform," 
with the weaknesses 
11olitical machinery. 
Jnaintains that these 
need to be exposed 
JQCial studies program, 
do the proposals for 
trations of the need 
are developed in the 
special emphasis on 
ot, -:Proportional rep­
and the open primary. 
prize with 13 addi-­
�s amounting to 
be distributed to col­
by the Tamiment 
nomic institute for 
to 6000 word essay 
1rican Program for 
in the Present Crisis," 
its second annual· con­
date of the contest is 
contest follow: 
is open to all under­
lege students in 
. eges of the United 
1testant may submit 
, Entry blanks will be 
Any employee of 
locial and Economic 
unp Tamiment is in­
prize. 
· it will be accepted 
ed, double-spaced. 
of the sheet should 
!llargins should be 
ipts must be origin­
works. 
:ript to Tamiment . 7 East 15th 
of student council, announced. 
At the meeting President Buz­
zard discussed the new· student 
lounge and the student council's 
part in its operation. 
The council voted to review the 
audit of expenditures from student 
activity fees, in view of recent re­
quests by groups interested in 
raising the student activity fee. 
The council voted to increase 
membership of the student assem­
bly board to 10 members. 
Benefit Proceeds 
Go to pl Student 
A CHECK FOR $613.44 was pre­
sented to an Eastern GI student 
by President Robert G. Buzzard 
last Friday. 
This check was the net result 
of profits received from the Fall 
Festival Benefit dance held No­
vember 14 to help this student pay 
for several expensive operations 
for his wife. 
Chi Rho Elects Three to 
IF Council at Smoker 
ACTIVITY ABOUNDS at the Chi 
Rho house. An unprecedented 
amount of business concerning r�­
cent .and future developments in 
the ·young organization has kept 
everyone at the Rho house "jump­
ing." 
The Rho's had the first smoker 
in . their short history on Decem­
ber 8. Prospective pledges were 
entertained and met the charter 
members of the local fraternity. 
Donuts, cokesr and coffee \few 
served. 
Other news from the house con­
cerns the election of three mem­
bers to represent Chi Rho in the 
Intra-Fraternal Council. Repre­
sentatives are Virgil Sweet, Paul 
Jenkins, and Don McKee. · 
Prospective plans for the Rho's 
intra-mural basketball team were 
laid at a special meeting last week. 
Coach and manager respectively 
are Ray Belcher and Frank Dot­
son. Plans for a Chi Rho-sponsor­
ed dance January 23 were also 
made known. 
Clapp, Eckert Tie 
Knot of Knots 
NANCY CLAPP, junior element-
ary education major of Danville 
and Al Eckert, senior math major 
of Charleston, were married at 
2 p. m. Saturday, December 6 at 
the Central Christian church in 
Danville. Rev. Frank -H. Kennedy, 
pastor of the church, performed 
the double-ring ceremony. 
Mrs. Eckert, attired in a white 
brocaded satin floor-length gown 
with finger-tip veil, was attended 
by Mrs. John Feutz of Chicago, 
formerly Sally Wat.t, matron of 
honor, and Misses Wilma Guthrie 
and Sara Bernlnger,bridesmaids. 
The attendants are members of 
Delta Sigma Epsilon sorority. 
Al Daniels served as best man·, 
and Dale "Curly" Williams, John 
Eckert, brother of the groom, Bob 
Smith, and George Crawford were 
ushers. The ushers are fraternity 
brothers of the groom, except * 
brother who attends the Univer­
sity of Illinois. . 
Nancy is a member of Delta 
Sigma Epsilon sorority, president 
of ACE, and a member of Eastern 
State club and Women's League. 
Al, affiliated with the Sigma Tau 
Gamma fraternity, is a member of 
Kappa Mu . Epsilon, honorary 
mathematics fraternity, and Alpha 
Phi Omega, service fraternity. 
Peter Eckert, brother of the 
groom, sang, and Marjorie Swick­
ard accompanied him at the piano. 
June Bubeck, sorority sister of 
the bride, assisted at the reception. 
Mr. and Mrs. Eckert are resid­
ing in Trailerville. 
· Leader Election to 
Student Vote 
AN ALL school election will be 
held tomorrow, Thursday, Dec. 
18, under the clock in the main 
hall from 9 to 4 o'clock for the 
purpose of choosing 18 juniors and 
seniors as Campus Leaders for the 
1948 Warbler. 
The Warbler staff is breaking a 
time-honored precedence b:y throw­
ing the election open to tbe stu­
dent body. Always before, Cam­
pus Leaders were chosen by votes 
cast by ·faculty and heads of stu­
dent organizations. 
J.Iowever, since this group is not 
truly representative of the East� 
ern student body, and since the 
very title of "Campus Leader" de­
notes a popular-vote poll as con­
trasted with the Who's Who group, 
the staff is giving the students of 
Eastern a chance to select their 
own leaders. 
The ballots Thursday will list 
around sixty juniors and seniors 
whose activities have made them 
likely candidates for this honor. 
However, the name of any other 
junior or senior may be added. if 
•the voter thinks of someone else 
deserving. 
Breokfost--JonuQry 5, 
Buzzard Predicts 
PRESIDENT R. G. Buzzard pre-
sided at the opening chapel of 
the winter quarter. Dr. Buzzard 
complimented the student body on 
the work done and th� progress 
made during the fall qb.arter. He 
unged the maintenance of equally 
high standards for the winter 
quarter. 
The renowned rabbit-pot figure 
was brought to mind with Dr. 
Buzzard's reference to the cafe­
teria. The generators, for long the 
"monkeywrench in the cafeteria 
works," have arrived at last. Dr. 
Buzzard further announced that 
breakfast would be served at East­
ern's own c11feteria on January 6, 
1948. 
Figures for the enrollment of 
winter quarter students were dis­
closed. Although there is a de­
crease of 57 students from the 
number at Eastern in the fall 
quarter, the enronment of the 
\vinter quarter is the highest of 
any winter quarter in the history 
of Eastern. 
Since the ratio as to sex of the 
student body is 2.5 men to one 
woman, Dr. Buzzard aptly re­
marked, "Tpe ladies will again be 
pampered socially." 
Anfinson Announces 
New Testing Program 
DR. RUDOLPH D. Anfinson, Di-
rector of Veterans Services, an­
nounces that "civilians" (non-vets ) 
may now take a G. E. D. test for 
their high school diplomas. 
To take the test a "civilian" 
must be twenty-one years of age, 
· must be a resident of the State of 
Illinois, and must have the assent 
of the high school of his present 
or past residence, to grant his dip­
loma upon the successful comple­
tion of the test. 
This test is now being given 
daily to individuals desiring it at 
the office of the dean of men at 
Eastern. Plans are being made, . 
however, by which two days will 
be designated during each quarter. 
at Eastern on which the test can 
be taken. -
All inquiries concerning this 
testing program should be taken 
to the office of the dean of men. 
f;ie=N!=Ni=NIQl:ll!l;i���-li!M�.i 
:tllll.erry C!tlf ristmas 
frnm tlf.e News 
!i;illM••·----..--· 
COURTSHIP AND Marriage, a series of six lectures by recognized na­
tional ·att horities on the subjects, will be presented to the collejte 
assembly beginning January 7. A different subject will be discussed at 
each assembly for six: consecutive Wednesdays by a different authority. 
These programs have been arranged by. the faculty-student com­
mittee on assembly programs! 
Gruenewald Named 
Committee Chairman 
ROY GRUENEWALD of the high 
school social science department, 
was appointed chairman to organ­
ize an auj}io-visual committee for 
the IllinOls Council for the Social 
Studies at a conference of the 
council at the Jefferson hotel in 
St. Louis November 27, 28, 00. 
Mr. Gruenewald is in charge of 
audio-tisual aids in the el.ementary 
and high schools. 
Purpose of the committee w"iil 
be to examine new releases of 
audio-visual materials and prepare 
_y.n evaluation of the materials, 
which will be published in a quar­
terly bulletin and sent to all mem­
bers of the Illinois council. 
The committe� will also relay 
teachers' recommendations for 
new audio-visual material to the 
teaching films custodians. The 
teaching films custodians are an 
association of producers of com­
mercial films who cut commercial 
productions for classroom use. 
Mr. Gruenewald mentioned the 
movie "Romeo and Juliet" as an 
example of a Hollywood produc­
tion that was cut for classroom 
use. 
Members of the com�ttee will 
be announced later. 
Bill Block, senior social science 
major, is working with Mr Gruene­
wald on this project. 
'Messiah' Presented 
I 
By Enormous Cast 
A CAST of 376 presented Handel's 
"Messiah" to the public, faculty, 
and students in the Health Edu­
cation building Sunday afternoon. 
The "M.essiah", which was the 
largest ever presented in Char­
leston, was directed by Dr. Leo J. 
Dvorak, head of the ipusic depart­
ment. This year, the "Messiah" 
was a community project with 
seven church choirs from Mattoon 
and Charleston, choruses from 
Charleston public school, Eastern 
St11te high school, Coles County 
chorus, and the college Cecilians, 
chorus and orchestra participating. 
These groups were made up of 
students, faculty, and community 
people from Charleston, surround­
ing towns, and farm areas. 
The soloists were Perry Whitson, 
Herb Lee, Ruth Longbons, Grace 
Hance, Dorotny Hoy, Jane Eng­
lish, Kent Wiebking and Barbara 
Ring,o Knott. 
The "Messiah," which has in the' 
past been presented biennially, 
was one of the highlights of the 
Christmas celebration at Eastern 
this year. It is hoped by the music 
department, that the "Messiah" 
will become a part of Eastern's 
Christmas tradition. 
Seniors Meet Tomorrow 
THERE WILL be a meeting in 
room 216 in the Science building 
Thursday, December 18, at 4 
p. m. for all senior} who expect to 
be graduated by the close of the 
summer term and for other stu­
dents who wish teaching positions 
for rht year. This meeting con­
cerns registr"atiorr wi�h the Bureau 
of 1.'eacher Pla�ement. Some of 
the forms required will be handed 
out and an explanation as to how 
they should be filled out will be 
made. 
Each afternoon following the . 
lecture students with personal ,. 
problems who wish to discuss them 
privately with the speaker of the 
day will have an opportunity to do 
so. "We presume that married 
students and their wives. should be 
particularly interested," a spokes. 
man for the assembly board said. 
Appointments will be handled 
through Miss Florence Ben�ll, 
whose office is located· in room.216 
of the Science buildinl\" 
The tentative program is as 
follows : January 7, Dr. Reuben 
Hill, Iowa State college, speaking 
on "R.ating and Dating on the Col­
lege Campus" ; January 14, Dr. 
Henry Bowman, Stephens college, 
speaking on "Courtship and En­
gagement as Marriage Insurance" ; 
January 21, Dr. Richard L. Jen­
kens, psychiatrist, University of 
Illinois, speaking on "Sex and 
Happiness in Marriage" ; January 
28, Dr. Evelyn M. Duvall, execu­
tive secretary, National Council on 
Family Relations, speaking on 
"How to Quarrel Successfully"; 
February 4, Dr. Clark Ellezey, 
Stephens college, speaking · on 
"Marriage as an Opportunity for 
Personality Growth"; February 
11, Dr. Lester A. Kirkendall, 
director, Association for Family 
Living, speaking on "Responsible 
Parenthood." 
McDermott· New 
President of Alpha 
Phi Omega Frat 
ALPHA PHI Omega, national fra-
ternity, held its annual election 
of officers at 7:30 p. m., Thursday, 
November 20. Those elected were 
George McDermott, Pres.; Jack 
Evey, 1st V. Pres.; Lou Woller­
man, 2nd V. Pres.; Ralph Widener, 
Sec.; Don Tooley, Treas.; John 
Logan, Asst. Treas.; John Frazier, 
Alumni Sec.; Jack Henschen, His­
torian; and Loren Unser, Sgt. of 
Arms. Jack 'Ulrey, retiring presi­
dent, is to be commended for a 
job well done. 
Also at the meeting nine men 
were accepted as pledges. They 
are Harold Bateman, James Hola­
day, Walter Briggs, Jack Kitchen, 
John McNutt, Richard Perry, Ken­
neth Sedgwick, Max Stites, and 
Billy Wood. These men are now 
working on their pledge placques. 
The final initation will be some­
time in January. 
Decrease Shown in 
Winter Enrollment 
WITH THE decrease of 57 stu-
dents, the winter quarter began 
Tuesday with 1325 students en­
rolled. The decrease in enrollment 
for the winter quarter is not an 
unusual development. 
Nine-hundred twenty eight men 
are registered and 397 women, 
making the proportion 2.5 men to 
one woman. Six hundred seventy 
two are Gl's and 166 are scholar­
ship students .. 
In 1946, the enrollment began 
to increase with each quarter; 
however, last year the number of 
students enrolled began to de­
crease in the winter and spring 
quarters. These figures show that 
Eastern is returning to pre-war 
standards. 
Yes! 3 o'Clocks Friday 
CONTRARY TO rumors, three and 
four o'clock classes will meet 
Friday afternoon. Christmas vaca­
tion .does not start until Friday 
classes are dismissed. 
� --- - - - - --- ---- --� 
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PAGE TWO 
Just a Difference of Opinion ) ' 
Can Inflation Be Stopped?· 
BOTH THE administration and the Republican congress have 
authorized plans for curbing inflation. These plans, how­
ever, are diametrically opposed. President Truman believes 
· it can be done only through the stringent method of rationing 
and crop-buying powers, while the congressional plan calls 
for a delimited export program in conjunction with voluntary 
price reduction by industry. 
The second half of the congressional plan is a nice theory, 
but asking industry to reduce prices without government 
persuasion is asking quite a lot of human nature. This would 
be especially true if labor is granted its third round of wage 
increases. 
.,, 
If the increases are granted, it simply follows that in-
dustry is going to maintairt its margin of profit, hence more 
price raising on manufactured products. Thus a vicious merry­
go-round with the home consumer on the outside looking in. 
The people opposed to rationi4lg and price control, if it 
becomes necessary, are worrying about jeopardizing free en­
terprise. On the oth'er hand, the famHy man who brings 
home an inadequate pay check as regards the purchasing 
power of the current dollar is worrying about jeopardizing 
the necessdry habit fi!f eating. . 
1 
Full scale pro�uction is one answer to inflation and when 
this is accomplished competition and free enterprise will 
handle the rest. In the meantime price control and rationing 
becomes a stop-gap alternative. 
The administration, however, will create an ogre along 
with rationing unless some adequate means of controlling 
black market activities is devised. If this can be done to the 
extent that the law would apply equa1ly to rich and poor, 
the Truman plan would go a long way toward curbing inflation. 
Running Short, Sam? 
It Takes a Heap of Doin' 
HOW DO your chances for survival stack up with the bloated 
condition of current purchasing power? They say that 
democra�y does not make one\ man "as good as another"; it 
merely seeks to remove all artificial barriers and to assist 
every man amount to as much as his ability, character, and 
industry permits, but-. 
Here is a bit of comparison that may ad� more light on 
the question, "Where do we go from here, Sam; and how?" 
The United States News of September 26, 1947, published 
a comparison of 1939 incomes with a list of statistics for an 
efficient scheme for 1947-48 salaries. To have had an imme­
diate pre-war salary of $1800, and to buy today as before 
the war, an individual should now have an income of $3108. 
Added to this, those in the school instructor group of citizens 
who formerly drew $3000 annually should, approximately, be 
in the $5000 class. 
I 
In the comparison for heads of departments and ad­
ministrations, a 1939 income of $4000 s1!\>uld now be $7500. 
These administrators, to predict what the probable cost of 
planned' repairs and equipment"' may be, must use a figure of 
$40,000 to pay for bills that in 1939 were $15,000. 
In the current trend, buying power is at a new low. The 
comparison that may be used to illustrate how far out of 
proportion figures are today is the one in which the pre­
war estimation for Eastern's permanent library given at 
$615,000 was scrapped for the 1947 construction contract that 
stands at a staggering $2,039,000. 
Two of the products of democracy, aSility and industry. 
are plainly visible, along with results you will see on January 
5, when you stop and think of the obstacles to be overcome 
when building an eating place in 1947. 
What Is Santa Claus? 
by Jane Cavins, Grade 8 
EVERY YEAR around Christmas time adults bring up the age-old 
question, "Is there a Santa ,Claus?" Usually by the end of the 
Christmas season most people decide there is. But by that time an 
equally important question has often been shoved into the background. 
If there is a Santa Claus, what is he? Of course we all realize that the 
jolly old man who lives at thy North Pole and comes down chimneys on 
Christmas eve does not exist m the 
flesh. And yet we say there is a 
Santa Claus. What is this thing 
we have such faith in? 
I believe that Santa Claus is 
something that exists in people's 
hearts, not just at Christmas time 
but all the year round. It is sim­
ply more prevalent at Christmas. 
Santa Claus is an idea, a spirit of 
generosity. One can feel it in 
the air at Christmastime. Few of 
us realize how necessary Santa 
Claus is to the Christmas we know. 
If he were to be taken away, out 
of 'our thoughts completely, Christ­
mas would not be the gay, cheer­
ful season we all look forward to. 
It would be merely another holi­
day instead of the big event of 
the ye�. Santa Claus, it seems, is 
that vague something we call the 
Christmas spirit. · 
But what is the Christmas 
spirit? We have been told from 
our. early school days that it is 
more blessed to give than to re­
ceive. But that is -not enough. If 
you give presents because you feel 
. that you ought to, they might as 
well not be given. The feeling that 
we should all attain is that it is 
more fun to give than. to receive. 
That, I believe, is the true Santa 
Claus. 
Antidote 
Human Criteria 
Scores Again 
. . .  13 Points --
SOME. DAYS ago a program 
was broadcast over WLBH from 
Charleston called Are Parents and 
Teachers PartQers? Tom Roth­
child seems to have had a finger 
in it, and to have left some of his 
script lying about, for in leafing 
through the notebook of a friend 
I found the following edifying bits: 
Are Parents and 
Teachers Human? 
Announcer: Are parents and 
teachers hu�an? 
(Music: A 0few bars of Have­
lock Ellis' Dance of Life). 
Announcer: We will attempt to 
answer this vital and controversial 
question in the ensuing half hour� 
Keep your eye on the PTA bulls­
eye. 
(Music: Danse Macabre). 
Announcer: First we must 
establish the criteria of hu­
manity. We have in our grJ>UP 
today a board ...)of qualified 
experts who will draw up our 
list of human traits. Here 
they are by occupation-an 
athlete, a communist, and a 
pretzel bender. Let me de­
scribe for you our first expert, 
the athlete. \ 
He is a typical American boy, 
strong, healthy, and intell -
,(pause). Well, he's typical. 
Now, sir, what do you consider 
to be the outstanding phy!fiological 
and psychological traits of the hu­
man? 
Athlete: Gimme me football, me 
brains hurt. 
Announcer : Now, now. All you 
have to do is answer my· question. 
Athlete: Duh, I didn't under­
stand it so good, would yuh tell it 
�gain? 
Announcer� (repeaUI question ). 
Athlete: Duh, the hoomun is 
-uh-plays football? Duh, 
did see yuh me last Sadduh­
day? I made 13 points. I al­
ways make 13 points. Duh, 
well I got the kick-off . . •  
Announcer: Thank you, thank 
you.--(Opens trap door-athlete 
disappears ). 
(Musical interlude: Boola Boo­
la) .  
Announcer: We have heard 
it stated that football playing 
is one mark of the human. Do 
you remaining board members 
concur? 
Pretzel Bender: J a. 
Communist: (Waving his armp 
wildly) I object. Football is a men­
ace to the classless society. It is 
a bourgeoise, imperialistic, capit­
alistic game. The human plays soc­
cer. Did you see the Moscow' Dyna­
mo team last winter? We made 13 
points. We always make 13 points. 
We got the kick-off . . . 
Announcer: Thank you-(ect., 
1>,d infinitum). 
Jim McKay 
Wednesday, December 17, 
Something to Think About! 
"I dwell within a world of Unity; 
I know all souls are one." 
By Beatrice Widger 
(A former student of Eastern and a member of Writers 
All of us, my Brothers, are of God-
In Him we live and move and have our being-
You, the Negro, the Fascist, the• Jew, the Nation 
And you-the leper, the murderer, the madmaJI 
drunkard; 
And he who is Judas; 
And you who condemn my Brothers­
y ou-the anti-Semite, the anti-Negro; 
You-the Capitalist; 
You-the Court, the Judge, and the Jury; 
And he who scorns and sneers and cries, 
"Touch not!" and "Crucify Him!" 
And you ·are my Brother, also-
You who are wise and silent, 
Who, in the midst of ridicule and torment, 
Heal a grieved heart, a sick mind, 
Save a man's reputation, 
And in all your service 
Emulate_ the Master-You, 
And the Christ who walks beside yQu. 
You are my Brother, . \ 
And I am my Brother's keeper­
Co-partners of God are we, my Brother. 
This makes your problems mine--
Your opportunity, your gov.ernment, , 
Your place among the nati�ns, . 
Your health, your peace, your economi,e status, 
And through and over-all of these, 
Your freedom to be a brother 
To your brother-
"For such is the Kingdom of Heaven." 
And, "Inasmuch as ye have done it 
Unto the least of thee my brethren, 
Ye have done it unto Me." 
I dwell within a world of unity; 
I know all souls are one. 
Why not ' 
A Fitting Tribute 
WOULDN'T IT be very fitting to name the new athletic: 
in honor of the man who has contributed so many 
as coaGh and athletic director of Eastern? 
Dr. Charles P. Lantz, Q.J;J.e of the oldest coaches in the s 
has done more fop atletics (at Eastern) than any one m 
is well liked by an,athletes who ever attended East�rn, as 
as the business men and citizens of the city. He is deservi 
the honor. 
· -A charter member of the E.I. Booste' 
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I 
that ·.he knows is long over 
block this excuse, I move 
Captain Grose Submits Special , I 
. students carry alarm cloc 
are sfncronized with the 
time. The din of 40 alal'll\ 
should act as a sufficient • 
most instructors that the pe 
over. Recipe for Cooking'Goat 
JIM McKAY is still 01,it of school. Captain Grose who is subbing for him 
left a complete column for us to print this morning. We recopy it 
verbatim. 
CAPTAIN GROSE 
"If there's a .hole in a' your coats, 
I rede you tent it: 
A chield's amang you, taking notes, 
And, faith; he'll prent it. " 
In my first week of sch�ol as a columnist, there were several in­
consistencies that I would like to point out. 
First I would like to know why a goodly number of professors are 
adamant in their insistence that all students be at class on time, when 
these same instructors hold their 
classes overtime for several min-
utes every period. It seems to me 
that these good people should in­
.sist on punctuality in both direc­
tions. Let all class periods be ex­
actly 50 minutes. Then if the pro­
·fessor reaches a state of awe at 
his own eloquence, he has the un­
deniable ight to return to his of-
fice and lecture to his text books. ' 
This inconsistency may be due to 
the fact that either the bells do not 
ring or cannot be 1-:lard in' some 
classes. I have often seen a teacher 
look at his own watch at five min­
utes till the hour and continue 
'lecturing while waiting for the bell 
Since this is the last issuei 
paper before Christmas v 
I would like to give all tho 
will be working on meal p 
tions my recipe for cooked 
This recipe is really for 
tain goat, but I don't see 
shouldn't apply to our 
goats. 
This is the procednre: 
Take the goat . ( dres 
course) and place it in a 
oven, Fill the oven with wa 
place a rock on top of the 
keep him on the bottom. Bo 
you can stick a fork in tht 
Then t'hrow the goat away 
the rock without catsup. 
out of catsup, eat it witho 
ta rd . 
All the above leads are 
conclusion that there are tw 
of people. One kind wants 
you advice and the other 
if I can remember the othet 
'!I one spE 
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I fell intd 
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ith a Moral 
ALAN TL Y I walked past 
J(ain's stately portals De-
8 &l}d queued up to register 
winter quarter. As I ar-
late the line had no doubt 
.ed considerably, but it 
ibopressive. 
were moving along the hall 
though, and I figured to 
in record tin'ie this quar­
,aing schoolmates further 
my morale by relating 
1y had registered in such 
1nal time as 30 minutes-­
.arkable. 
1ntly I was asking for my 
.rter grade cards. • 
woman said, "There'll be a 
4eiay in your registration; 
failed to return a book to 
;book library. It must be 
before you can register." 
she handed me a card. 
.ntled I· took the card from 
and stalked out of the 
. Luckily I live only one 
m the school, so I was 
front of the textbook 
door with an armful of 
an armful because the par­
book -wanted ' was not 
were two lines going into 
. Naturally I chose the 
I soon noticed, however, 
other line was making 
progress than my queue, 
llferred to it. Although I 
.forced to drop back some­
ickly passed everyone 
1posite line and was in 
ok library. 
a "foux pas," I thought to 
were trying to edge in from both 
sides. 
The art of standing in line, I 
discovered, is to lodge a piece of 
clothing, finger, book or any odd 
article between two people as a 
wedge, and then stand firmly as 
the Rock of Gibraltar. Occasional­
ly people· on. either side of the line 
may try to gradually and unpre­
tentiously squeeze in, but a cold 
stare and rigid stand will usually 
ttiwart them. Another remedy is 
tr'o engage in sparkling conversa­
tion with the person· in front of 
you, thus setting up a verbal bar­
rier. 
One hour after leaving the re­
ceiving line I was before the li­
·brary clerk I wanted. Of tl�e seven 
books in my arms, he desired only 
one, and I hadn't even cracked 
that one all quarter. Swearing 
under my breath I gave him the 
book and pried through the two 
lines blocking the doorway. 
Back in the receiving line--"l'm 
ready to register now," I say 
hopefully. , 
"You can't register without 
grade cards," a woman says. "Go 
to the registrar and get your 
grades." 
I go. 
Again back to sime line-with 
grades. 
A woman speaks: "Are you a 
freshman?" 
"No." 
"Have a scholarship?" 
"No." 
"Veteran?" 
"No." 
r 
"Go through that door and pay 
your registration fees," she says, 
getting the last word in . 
I pay the fee and await my regis­
tration blanks. The clerk moves to­
ward another window which is 
separated from this one by a par­
tition. I move too. As I get to the 
of the librarians asked for other one, she is moving back to 
.class sch�le. the first one. � hurry back; I 
1't have it yet " I replied. catch only a ghmpse of her back 
to return a bdok so I can J going to the othe:r: direction. We "jockey" for position and th'n I 
have to go to the end of � e," he said unsym­
ll "Next." 
nplused. How was a 
\now each line took care 
one &pecific item? What 
1ursue an education! 
into the other line I 
1w there would be some 
holding 'my rightful 
ilot only were numerous 
d of me letting friends 
int of them, but others 
OLDEST 
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ES TON 
NERS 
" 
610 6th St. 
' 
fake her, take the blanks, and 
testily say thank you. 
My blanks were soon filled out 
after a brief confabulation with 
one of my instructors and adviser, 
� 
SAY IT WITH 
�,, 
GRmlNG CARDS 
°'� 
From 5c to $1.00 
Se�ls, Tags, 
Wrappings. 
KING BROTHERS 
Book and St
.
ationery 
Store 
The Shop of Thoughtful Gifts 
Phone 428 West Side Sqqare 
McARTHUR MOTOR SALES 
DEALER 
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS 
The Following Services 
MOTOR REBUILDING 
' 
GENUINE FORD PARTS 
'W��t of T eoching?' 
Bulletin Distributed 
"WHAT OF Teaching?" is the 
title of the booklets you will .see 
floating around the campus this 
week. 
This bulletin, published jointly 
by the six state-supported colleges 
and universities of Illinois, is an 
attempt to present a comprehen­
sive view of what teaching has to 
offer as a vocational choice for 
young people- In it different 
kinds of teaching and educational 
administrative jobs are defined 
and described, together with the 
req,uirements of each. That young 
people may make wiser vocational 
choices and that those more fit 
by choice and capacity may be re­
cruited to the ranks of the teach­
ing professions are the purposes 
of this booklet. 
A few of East'ern's graduates 
are pictured in the bookl�t in con­
nection with various types of 
training. Among these pictured are 
Miss Elizabeth VanMeter, teach­
ing in the Jefferson school in 
so, still carryjng my blanks1 I quit 
the school and entered the Chat­
terbox for a short recuperation be­
fore finishing registration. 
I order coffee and wait. · 
Ah! Here is the steaming brew 
to refresh me and set me right 
with the world. 
Alas! Alack! and. Gadzooks! 
The waitress spills the coffee on 
my blanks! The gods are against 
._me today. 
Buzzard, Students Meet 
PRESIDENT R. G. Buzzard met 
with the student council Thurs­
day, December 111 to discuss. the 
operation of the newly constructed 
recreation building. The student 
council will be responsible for this 
building and its use. • 
Pekin; Louise Trager of Lake 
View high school in Chicago; Mary 
Ashby of Shelbyville high school; 
June Richey of the University of 
Illinois at Navy Pier: 
Mary PattOn, Lee Marlow, Lou 
Cox, Andy Sullivan, and Joyce 
Grinstead Love are pictured 'in 
the booklet in a· section portraying 
programs of the state-supported 
institutions of higher learning, 
centering around class work, st1,1-
dent teaching, and extra-curri­
cular activities. 
Any person interested in ac­
quiring a copy of this bulletin may 
do so by dropping· into the Public 
Relations office. 
PAGE SEVEN 
'Gifts for Yanks' Drive 
Nets 65 Dollars 
SIXTY-FIVE dollars were donated 
by students and faculty to the 
Gift,s for Yanks Who Gave drive 
sponsored by Alpha Phi 'Omega, 
Eastern's service fraternity, last 
Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday. 
The money was turned over to 
the Charleston post of the Ameri­
can Legion. 
The money will be used to buy 
Christmas gifts for the 3.00,000 
ex-GI's of both World wars who 
are still in veterans' hospitals in 
Illinois. 
Montgomecy 
Cleaners 
DELIVERY SERVICE 
Phone 68 741 Sixth St. 
For Your December 
Picnics and Weiner Roasts 
CALL 1500 For Your 
Buns . "':--. Doughrtuts ... Rolls 
IDEAL BAKERY 
NORTH SIDE SQUARE PHONE 1500 
THEATF.E THEATRE THEATRE 
L� (][Ill 111 
Always the Same ... 
AUMISSION - 16c & 30c 
Matinees Sat. and Sun. 
FRI.-SAT. 
RED 
RYDER 
WINS 
AGAIN! 
SUN.-MON. 
Plus 
DEC. 19-20 
DEC. 21-22 
"GAS HOUSE KIDS 
GO WEST" 
TUES.-WED.-THURS. 
DEC. 23-24-25 
ROY 
ROGERS 
FRI.-SAT. DEC. 19-20 
SUN.-MON. DEC. 21-22 
� 1,.,,_oG-ft·ANl>·LOVE SJbJtV 
�oiJf � 1>1ZZY GO'(.. MD A 
-t:<�C1'"�'"1 �" 1 / 
+�a��· 
� 
TUES.-WED. DEC. 23-24 
A CHARLES DICKENS STORY 
Delightful for the Whole Family 
'Christmas Story' 
E' 
PAGE EIGHT 
Disgruntled Reader 
Def ends Jersey Joe 
THE ARTICLE in last week's 
News concerning Joe Walcott's 
"track" ability takes a lot of 
credit away from a fine perform­
ance by a very capable challenger. 
Admittedly, Walcott "ran" dur-\ 
ing the last two rounds and at in­
tervals during the earlier beats. 
He did it simply because both he 
and his manager thought he was 
building up a comfortable margin 
on points. Jersey Joe had already 
dumped Detroit Joe on the seat- of 
his pants twice; mixing it up\ fur­ther when he was firmly convinced 
he had already won would have 
been extremely foolhardy. 
In this belief he had the benefit 
of a precedent by 'Billy Conn. In 
a previous fight the Irish lad had· 
outpointed the champ for 12 
rounds. Mr. Conn then deiided to 
finish the fight in a burst of 
glory with a knockout and Louis 
knocked him colder than a top­
kick's heart. 
The fact that Referee Ruby 
Goldstein gave his vote to Walcott 
should prove that "Jersey Joe" has 
not . "entered the wrong field of 
sports." The New York Boxing 
commission, in reviewing the case, 
upheld the· decision favoring Louis/ 
but they also publicly commended 
Walcott for his courageous show­
ing. 
Louis himself gave the challeng­
er credit for fighting a good fight, 
and praise of this, nature, coming 
from one of the greatest cham­
pions of them all, should ably re­
fute the charge of running. 
NEW GIFT 
SUGGESTIONS 
Bicycles-All Sizes 
Tricycles-All Sizes 
Toys and Games 
Music Supplies 
Sporting Goods 
Wheel Goods 
HARRISON'S 
BIKE SHOP 
712 Jackson Phone 286 
MAKE IT A MUSICAL 
CHRISTMAS 
Radios, Phonographs 
and Records 
VAN BELL� 
ELECTRIC 
1000 Dollars Given for 
Prize Winning Essay 
(Continued from page 1) 
' 
street, New York 3, N. Y. No 
manuscript will be returned unless 
accompanied by stamped, address­
ed envelope. In submitting the 
manuscript, the author should type 
full name, college and home ad­
dress, telephone number, and name 
of college on a separate sheet of 
paper clipped to essay. The manu­
script will be coded by the Insti­
tute to insure anonymity. 
The rights and title iq the prize­
winning essays, including the right 
of publication, will be retained by 
the Institute. 
The 262 contestants in the 1947 
contest were studer.ts in more than 
100 colleges, ranging in size and 
character from tle huge state uni­
versities of the West and Mid­
west, and the older colleges of the 
East suCh as Yale and Harvard, 
to such institutions as Harvard 
universitr in Washington, D. C., 
and Sarah Lawrence college in 
New York. Both the Military and 
Naval academies were well re­
presented. 
The Tamiment Social and 
Economics institute is best known 
for its annual fou.r-day conference 
held each June since 1934 at 
She·s a 
� 
Girl 
.\.OCM �·-
She knows how to look 
smart and save money, at 
the same time. Her secret: 
The Biggs Dry Cleaners 
help her to chic by preserv­
ing the loveliness of her 
wardrobe. 
BIGGS 
CLEANERS 
Pick-Up Service 
704 JACKSON PHONE 456 
PRAIRIE FARMS 
MILK 
Our paper con­
tainers are still 
the same price 
as glass. 
No Deposit 
No Empties 
No Breakage 
Less Weight 
Easy to Open 
WHEN OUR PAPER BOTTLE POURS, IT'S PURE! 
WE NOW HAVE THE FOLLOWING ITEMS IN PAPER 
BOTTLES: 
Qt. Homogenized Milk 
Qt. Pasteurized Milk 
Chocolate Milk 
Pt. Cereal Cream H. & H. 
Pt. Coffee Cream 
1h Pt. Whipping Cream 
Yes, we are first again to have all our Dairy Products in the 
Paper Containers. · 
Pep Band Plays 
THE MEN'S Pep band which pre-
sented entertainment at the 
Millikin game last Monday will be 
a feature at future games, Direc­
tor Tom Richardson says. 
Camp Tamiment, Tamiment, Pa. 
Among the speakers who have ap­
peared at past conferences are 
such personages as William 
Green, Sen. Robert Taft; Norman 
Thomas, William H. Davis, David 
Dubinsky, William Agar, and 
many others representing a cross­
section of public opinion. Algernon 
Lee is president of the Institute's 
board of directors. 
• 
70 Per Cent of 1947 
Graduates Teaching 
(Continued 'from page 5) 
mni of the school. In order to ren­
der the most adequate service to 
school llYStems who require and 
prefer teachers with exp�rience, it 
is necessary for a large number of 
the registrants to be experienced 
teachers. 
To understand the vast amount 
of paper work which must go on 
in the bureaii;-- one should know 
that 3380 credentials were sent out, 
and recommendations were made 
to schools and �oards. 
A total of 1,936 vacancies were 
reported to the bureau, slightly 
less than the number reported in 
"I FIND CHESTERFIELDS 
GIVE ME THE MOST 
SMOKING PLEASURE" 
STAR OP THB HAL WALLIS PRODUCTION' 
POR PARAMOUNT RBLBASJl 
"I WALK 
Wednesday, December 1 
1946. Many vacancies 
reported because the 
knew there were po tea 
had for those \racanci 
were 637 vacancies rep 
which no candidates were 
1able. The annual report of the 
shows that 69.8 per cent of 
. graduates are hblding 
positions and that 16.2 
are doing graduate work. 
5.9 per cent have married. 
In this report there is 
study of teacher's salariet 
ported by the class of 1 
highest average salary 
high school was $3400; the 
was $2200. In the elementa 
the highest average salarj 
$3300, the lowest $2000. 
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. .  NO. 12 
Experie nce 
lh�1 as a result of an ex· 
lerience taking place during dur­
ing the recent tour of the South­
west made by Prairie State Field 
8*udies.) 
By Betty Bozarth 
"For what was once will be 
lorever 
If he who lived it loved it." 
THE SOUNDS of the camp grew 
aim and far-away as we ascend- · 
ed the slope of that Western moun­
.tain. The camp with its green tents 
and its white washpans; its make­
iihift clotheslines burdened with 
·h-laundered garments; its 
two fires of red ahd yellow blazing 
and crackling in .the clearing away 
!tom the sweet-smelling pineir­
the camp with its fifty or more 
f;eople talking among themselves, 
triting 14!tters, sewing on but:: 
Ions, 'nd gathered around the fire 
(inging with sweet and mellow 
hices the old songs. 
All this was left behind us as 
we walked the dusty trail that 
�med • to lead ever higher to 
lreater regions of beauty. ·occa­
lonally our unguided feet tram­
�led on prickly cacti or were cut by 
�arp rocks on the ground. The 
�ath wound around great clumps 
of trees and shrubs and citcled 
iround high embankments. More 
often than not the guidance of the 
iial'ked trail was forsaken, and 
we ii.\lambered over the rocks on 
liands and knees like two animals, 
m111-rn �d-be·witty rem�ks, 
ing over which directioR was 
right one, engaging in a con­
itant stream of small-talk punc­
tuated by sharp pauses for the re­
' ·  ur 11 • of lost breath. Our 
�10es were unpolished, our hair 
was a bit more than windblown, 
and the tails. of our plaid shirts 
esca�ing our blue jeans; but 1tting our appearances, we 
_ 1aled the fresh mountain air and 
lrank in the beauty around us. 
. 
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Th D . . � e ec1s1o·n I Carol for Christmas By John -D. Sechrest he recalled his moth'er's 'tearful By S. F. Koester I(, . surprise, his father's hearty, gruff RICKY DAVIDSON had his news- • •  THE WI_ND, an unrelenting flood, congratulations, and his ,kid sis- paper, a four-page' daily in Hil- i, swept and howled down the ter's rapturous planning. tonberg, Iowa. It had been his 1·· long deep, canyon that was , - life's dream to own his own sheet. Seventeenth street People bund- What s the use, he thought, of All f h" . d $2 000 G I · ' t t · If Sh • d o is savings an a , . .  led to their chins in topcoats and or urmg myse · e s  gone, an I k · th H"lt b 1·· h h , h · oan were sun m e 1 on erg galoshes bent against rts fury I ope s e s appy. They had quar- • Ch · 1 b t R' k t f ' 1 d h · h Id d ron1c e, u 1c y was on op o ,_or braced against being carried re e over w e11e t ey wou spen th . Id "'headlong in its path Many nodded the holiday season. He had held e wor · 1·· b t. t . f n d s for his family and she had insisted Sure he was broke, but he had c ee gree mgs o e ow-pe e - • . . . trian1? while others heads lowered on visiting her mother. Not bemg his {!heet, · a�d newspap�rs have a 1(,were ' grimly intent on getting able to agree, at?d neither willing v.:ay of .makmg �oney if handled • •  . home to  the comfort of a w�rm to give, way, she had gone to her r1�ht. Ricky had Just about every-
stove or roaring fireplace. mother s home alone. th.mg he ever �anted. He had a 1·· . . wife and an eight-month old son, Paul_ Lucas1, hands Jammed . By now �he snow covere� the a furnished home on the edge of deeply mto his co.at pockets, watch- sidewalks; it crunched mu&1ca!ly town, and a car that would still 1·· ed the erowd mill past the door- underfoot. Paul had no ear for its th h 't d d · h' H- h" · b t d h h d h' run even oug 1 was a eca e way m w 1ch he· stood. e s 1ver- eau y, an e s rugge 1s Id Th" 1 k' 1 H 'd (, . . d . . . h 1 b h Id.._ 'f t . � th o ; mgs wer'1 oo mg up. e I ed, wmce as his rig t eg, num - Ii ou tall as . 1 rymg ,,o row k d . ht _, t .. h 1. • • f 1 ed · · ·· ff 1 d f · t h ·1 wor e mg 111 y on L e po ice ed rom pro ong mact1vtty, o a oa o memones oo eav1 Y b t f D M : · d .1 f · · · 1 ... ea o a es omes a1 y or buckled suddenly.'He recovered his pamfu to .»ear. 
th t It th h I . . · . ree yeai:s. o sa away e cas •• balance, drew his coat tightly The sudden so�nJ' of chimes t b th Ch i 1 about him, and leaned ,against the startled him as they began "Joy 0 uy. e ron ; e. . (,facing of the door. Looking up- To Tqe World.'' He looked up, and I?av1dson gazed around the ed1- a·· ward at the tall buildings that found himself near St. Teresa's, tor1al. room. H,e even had a tele-seemed t;o stand with threatening his own church. He had gone there type for. Asi:;oc1ated Press cover- , (, attitude 8ver the street,. he saw with Carol to pray that they might 'lge. His desk, a Jl�sk fo: proof � the lights were beginning � come always have as much happiness as reader, and one for circ_ulation and R on. In some of . them, C�ristmas they then had. �h?w near th� front 'Ymdow com-
1 .. 
decorations stood out agamst the Drawn almost irresistibly, he en- prised the office furniture. E!1ch drab ,colorless background of grey tered the open doors. It was pleas- desked. supported a . typewriter 
•
•
• 
stone. • antly warm inside, and he inhaled badlx m need of repairs, but �hey 
Paul nodded curtly in response . gratefully the odor of incense tn'at would turn out .copy, an<J Ricky 1·· to a greeting and sw.ung out into drifted in a cloud from the altar. had a blue pen�il. the crowd. He permitted himself The evergr{en wreaths charged Fred Jameson was fussing over (, to be carried along in its flo�d, the air with their tangy, pungent the old cy
. 
Under pres� in the bac_k � and as he moved past the fruit- flavor. The altar itself was blazing room. They had a hnot�pe and a R stands, toyshops and bakeries, alight with the glow of candles in press, enough equip!flen� to tur� 1(, their combined sounds and colors · the massive golden candelabra, out an edition with a lot of work. • •  brought back memories that struck and in the half-light of ev�ning, At 9 a. m. there was a staff meet.-as forcibly as a physical blow. For the pews showed darkly and mys- ing. Jim Farner, Harry Desmond, 1·· a moment, he felt the old surge of teriously. A few people knelt in Ricky and Carol comprised the edi-e�otion and joyousness that he p:rayer, or sat quietly in thought. torial staff. Carol would write the had known a� YuletidE:_. He recall-
· Something about one of the wor• '.'Editor's Wife" colu�� f?r hum'.'n � 
.ed the . pl8:nmng. of tlie meager shippers arrested his gaze and mterest and the femmme angle,J1m � yet -.�at!_sfymg .dmner, th.e , sec;et held. Jt compellingly, reminding and Ha:ry w<_>nld cove� the town 1·· furtive purchasmg of Carol s gift, him of Carol. That straight, deter- and write :features, Ricky would a �ift he couldn't afford; but he mined posture, , tly>se bra�ely han_d�e advertising, . editjng, com- .(, had �lways wanted to make her squared· shoulders, the defiant pos1t1on and anythmg el11e that � ha)>py at any .cost. _He remembe;- tilt of that proud head-but it came UP.· R e� h�r secretive air as she htd couldn't be! She was rising, and "0.K., gang," he said, grinning 1·· his gift, . and ho_w she hummed or turning- proudly at Carol, "we're ready to sang their fav.on� song.d . bb' She saw him the_f and with a roll. When you guys get in the tn �?ow
f 
Jost 1
�
� an 
v 
J
� 
1
1;f� little choking cry� rushed into his copy, we'll put her to bed. Dead! � wo e im rom . is re er:· off waiting arms. As he held her line is one o'clock.'' He was about � m
th
utter
t
ed 
t
a� 
t
oath anq. swudes
g
erted close, he heard her saying broken- to dismiss the staff when a I(, e s ree m o a more : " h' • •  one. The snow had begun 'to fall ly. �hought struck hun. Ha;ry, t is again coming '1own in large, dan- "Oh, Paul, Paul, we-1-we.'ve is. yo�r home town. What s wrong In just a short while, it seem; cing liakes that whirled across his been foolish ! Let's go home� back w1�h .1t ? ,' . . ,, � { ·I we found ourselve.s at the sum- vision . obscuring the drab out! to our own home. I would'n t .be Dirty poht1cs. snapped Harry � iL of the big h�ll. We ventured lirms �f ·the buildings momentarily, happy anywhei-e else.'' in��ntl�. . 1.� •s far out as possible on the rocks then sweeping a'way. He was re- Too filled with emotion to speak, O.K.! any spare time you have, and sat down where one step far- minded of the snowstorm of last he nodde.d.· Together they moved spend m. t�e court. house �nd (, iher would have sent us catapu.lt- year when he had been at home, out into the street and were arq_und d1ggu�g up dirt. Nothmg � mg down to the valley floor. With and of his announcement of his en- .. swallowed up by the night and the �ells. p�pers hke a dash of yellow R our backs to where we knew the gageinent to Carol. He· smiled as stoi-m. JO�mahsm. If we ge�T enough 1 imp was, we sat facing the love- goods on somebody, we'l run a ••• unknown. The golden sun had crusade. Now beat it." p
.
�d out of sight behind .the far- Passed Q/d Main When. the reporters had cleared •ountains, leaying the one or out to cover their beats, Fred � two clouds in the blue-gray heav- .By Clara L. Lindsay By George Muir turned the presses over to see if � ens, a gift of the most brhliant . his oiling. job had improved their 1 land hlor-laden richness ever be- The flowers, which summers sun The wall� and towers of. faithful working. The hum filled the front • · held outside another world. As had spurred tQI grow and bloom, Old M�m office where Carol and Ricky sat i,the Mninutes stole by, this color The trees, which offered shade to Are addmg the notch of another side by side on the editor's desk. 1·· laded before our eyes, and the cool the heat of day, year. He ran his fingers reflectively tiitl" huge symmetrical mounds The grass, which fdrmed a sea of Snow and sleet, and the· spring over the ke'ys of the typewriter. (, in the distance and the whole mis- greenness for our room time rain The teletype behind coughed, spat � 
ty · .111 between their ge�tle cur- .· Of out-of-�oors, and · made U9 Never �eem to give them discolor out a short paragraph, spaced, and � ves n . our own. mountam were happy with . the beauty of the or pam. l_apsed into silence . . carol squ7ezed 1·· ted with a radiant cqpper glow summer day , A d 'll f" d t th" • . his hand and smiled. Davidson t -"' ta• d 11 th I t f n ever you m a 1s .,1me . . . ""n me a e e emen s o Th ft f 11 f 1· et f swallowed somethmg m his throat b .r. d 1· h Th" f t e a ernoon, so u o qu o year � aire an 1g t. is or a momen Th h 11 1 k ch f h d and beemed. There was no needs • · tainst. a universe forming a s�mmer sun � a s oo mu res er an ·thery background of ·dream- Which bleached the color from the lighter and new, forW�toh�ds. th th . 1 t" b' . • r · "k Id f .1 · t h 1 m a mon e c1rcu a ion 1 lterial · and in �econds the clouds roses· ips, L1 e an o am1 y pie ure t at d bl d D 'd . . . ' "' A d It d d d ff th · ou e . av1 son was usmg a ineared and the shimmering n me e ew tops o ' e was never quite clear b 1 d f t "th h d "I • • a ance r.on page w1 ea s b iery radiance melted away. morning glory run Until o�e day you glanced, but 1 h d . te t" 1 e two were left alone to muse That crept �o slowly toward the with a new vjew. . arge h etnoutgt ta ntt ti�non rHes r1�� • •  sun-rays tips ; enoug o a rac a en . a Y . -.nd to dream and to remember. the . Guess everything changes when and Jim were good boys. They got .t.. :cut we had shared. Beauty that The air made sweeter �y the frag- Christmas draws near : · the news accurately, completely, � wa� �ental-beauty t�at had ranc� of eac� blooming flower, People see nature and all life as and wrote it up in good style. ,. � In 1� none of t� affectation and To which G.od s hand had added beauty. Ricky added an editorial column 1·· i. of �an-created J:ie.au- beauty fair, The are honestly happy and free and one more column. He wrote ty. It was fragile and. exqu1S1te; Which stood so stro�g and stately , 0{ all fear, features (ln everything from crop b I and commanding. thr.ough the day ti�e hour, As the. sun and the moon in theit rotation to atomic fission. It was � We lescended the trail in the t
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tranquility. hard work, but it paid off; the � :ht. The understanding . that ead m SI ent Pl'.ayer • . . . . Chronicle was selling like the �· between us made silence suf- !\JI these, and more of summer's When thi: feastmg is fm1shed and prcwerbial hot cakes. ,. :1r . the small-talk we had in- lovely days have passed, the hohday past, . . Harry came through with the t,, iul;!'• d iii
n
!he ascent. se�m�� now Their span of bea!1ty ended till A ret�rn to the .books will begm dirt.. .They had enough ?n �ayot _ �·· no quence--ms1gnif1cant l once more they hve ; a new year, , Andy Dawson to hang him m ef-•ture had divulge� to us her se- Till once again they grow and But . remember the sparkle that figy from' every lampost on the .'' r And we knew it. bloom and see and ask . f8:ithful walls c�st. square. Davidson checked his � 
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Lust for Life No Prd,mises Made 
By Irving Stone By Dorothy Hoy· 
No promises made ; no promises Reviewed by Don Musselman broken-
FROM THE mere :reading of a Better by far they be left all un-
summarized account . of the life spoken, 
of Vincent Van Gogh in work.s on For time and distance that keep 
art criticism one would conclude, I us apart 
from the facts and events present- 1 So often turn cruel and change 
ed; that a factual novel based on \ · the h�art. . 
,his life would, of necessity, be too If ours is lov� of e�ermt�, 
sorbid for sympathetic treat- If our love 1s written 1m ,heaven 
ment. Yet the author, Ir_ving Sto.ne, to be, . 
has constructed an exact and vital No uttered vows can bind more 
picture which wholly refutes such true 
a conclusion. Your heart to me and mine to you. 
Very seldom can a biograph- Tho' now my, heart c�ies out in 
er truly succeed -in construct- pain 
ing, through the medium of To be thqs cut asunder, and fain 
words, a living, breathing, Am I to keep a tryst 
reasoning i>ers6nality from That ne'r has 1,>assed those lips that kissed ,his subject material; Only· in 
nove1ized biography can ia sub- Mine own so tenderly with love. That s·eemed as true as heaven jeet,ive appro�ch be taken ; can 
the reader penetrate the inner 
thought processes of the per­
sonage and identify himself 
with him. A biographer's 
ptime obligation is to 
authenticity. Thus he may 
make use of speeches, writ­
ings, anlecdotes, personal con­
tacts, letters, all of which can 
only be dndicatio8!t'.'.or reflec­
tions of the subject's true 
.thought and feelings. 
The tools of a novelist �mploy­
ing actual lives and events as a 
basis are far more flexible. He 
is free to draw conclusions from 
an aggregate of source material 
and, by .reconstructing probable 
scenes, impressibns, and thoughts, 
give to the character a real and 
active 'Consciousness. 
Stone, using a gdgantic mass 
(led by himself), has turned 
the short unpleasant career of 
an ugly misunderstood little 
man into a definitive study 
of th11t gr�atness which exists 
in all true irtists. He has re-­
moved all taints of hideous­
ness from acts and behavior 
which, to the average person, 
have a deplorable outward ap­
pearance. Instead he has 
�ympathetically and under­
standingly portrayed them 
with the same bold strokes' 
and vibrant C!l>lorg employed 
by Van Gogh ·in his mil:ster­
pieces. So tremendously po­
tent are various passages that 
the reader passes over them 
with a dreadful fascination ; 
passages which leave him al­
most depleted emotionally, 
and greatly in need of a cig� 
aret. 
· 
But through it all the essential 
spirit of the titan, Van Gogh, is 
conveyed in all its majesty and 
beauty; a spirit which overcomes 
all the obstacles- that an unfeeling 
and diffident world can place be­
fore it. His wretChedness · and 
misery, which set him apart from 
society, are in reality grandeur 
of soul. In the final analysis Vin­
cent Van Gogh was right and the 
rest of the world was.,�vnmg. 
The author opens His account 
of Vincent's tortured existence 
with a description of his bitter 
and unsatisfactory love for a Lon­
don girl. At this time Vincent, just 
reaching manhood� is , employed in 
the Eriglish branch of his family's 
lliternational art gallrey dis­
illusioned and distraught he re­
turns to his homeland, the Nether­
lands. His family prevails u111on 
hitn to enter the lllinistry, but con­
vinced of. the essential hypocrisy 
of ministers, he turns to evangelis­
tic work. In this he fails to prove 
himself; and his mentors, with' 
misgivings, send him on an evan­
gelistic mission to the Borfoage, 
a wretched mining region of Bel­
gium. 
Her.e he encounters poverty 
and misery at its worst. The 
miners and their, families live 
in drab and drafty shacks 
ahead of s'tarvation ; they work 
in dangerous and unventilated 
for a few centimes that can­
not buy sufficient food. They 
are. doomed to a life of back-
• breaking work from the age 
of nine or ten until they are 
carried off by starvation, lung 
disease or mine accidents. 
Vincent identifies himself with 
th�se distressed people by living 
m their hovels, eating their food, . 
distributing all his worldly goods 
among them, and working endless­
ly to alleviate their suffering. In 
time his continual self-sacrifice 
11bove, 
A still small voice from deep in-
side 
"Abide-
'Tis best this way ; he brave and 
smile4 
· If 'tis God's will in a short while 
'Twill only make that love more 
strong 1 
, And replace pain with mirth and 
s-ong,_ / .  , And perchance heaven's destiny 
Points to another love for thee 
That holds true happi�ss and joy 
And pr!Wes all past as mere allo;y. 
More clear the dawning truth will 
be :  
"11is better that y e  each be free 
With no promises made · and no 
promises broken." 
So lea vi! no fond phrases behind 
as a token 
Later to be looked on with hate 
and dis·gust, 
To tl'ouble my heart with the 
taint of mistrust. 
tells on him and he is brought 
down by fever to his bed of straw. 
Here his worthy masters find him, 
delivering a sermon in a reclin­
ing position, too weak to stand to 
as many· wrecks of humanity il!l 
can throng into his simple hut. 
nd what is his reward ? Consi­
dering his situation a degradation 
to the gospel, the churchmen cast 
him out as one un:fit. Vincent, 
adding up all the injustices in­
flicted upon himself and those 
about him, concludes that there 
can be no god. 
Although dealt a harsh blow· 
that would have destroyed a 
less·er spirit, his lust for life 
does not permit him to lie 
idle. His great love for human­
ity manifests itself in his fee­
ble attempts to set it down on 
drawing paper. His efforts are 
not to record the mere out­
ward appearance of peol)le and 
places but somehow to capture 
their e�·ence, the underlying 
signiflance of their · being. 
Choosirrg as his model and guide 
the master, Millet, he ·works tire­
lessly· to achieve a medium of ex­
pression. which could successfully 
convey all that he has to say, An 
allowance from a younger brother 
mits him to carry 01}. his work 
and study in the Hague. Always 
living in extreme poverty he de­
votes himself entirely . to his art. 
Here, a always. misfortune and 
disheartening tl,lrns of fate pursue 
him doggedly. He finds a fleeting 
warmth of companionship in the 
cbmpany of a prostitute whom he 
takes ih and treats as a wife. 
Ne.llit he goes to. Paris; at 
the behest of his brother who 
is employed in an art gallery 
there. He becomes associated 
with the later "Impression­
is'ts" ; Gauguin, the primitive 
sadist ; Toulruse-Lautr-es de­
formed, degenerate, ciynica] ; 
S·eurat, the technician.; Az­
anne, and the new approach to 
landscapes ; Rousseau, the 
fantasist. Their th�ories open 
whole new fields for his en­
deavor. But he feels that in 
Paris he is being stifled. 
rban . .  life keeps hitii from his 
work. He mu.st free himself 
from its re.str>ictions and find 
new outlets for his tremendous 
energy, energy which calls for 
briliant color and brqad 
sweeping strokes. He must go 
where vivid sunlight brings 
out the rich color his imagina­
tiqn demandi;. He goes to 
Aries, in Provence, where the 
By James Watts 
ON A cold day in Korea I was 
riding guard on a truck load of 
signal equipment making a seven­
ty-mile inl11-nd run from Inshon 
Harbor. On one of the rough moun­
tain roadsides a small, half-naked 
boy waio sitting with his feet un­
der. his body to keep them warm. 
I pecked my rifle on the cab of 
the truck as a signal for the 
driver to stop; then I hopped oft 
the truck and carried the boy into 
the cab to. try to warm. him a lit· 
tle. The truck driver and .{ ques­
tioned him as well as we could, 
although we could not understand 
milch of his la.nguage. we learn­
ed enough, however, to know that 
,Pis parents had been killed by the 
Japs. He seemed • so young and 
helpless that we decided to take 
him to camp with us. 
We knew we might run the risk 
of court-martial if our smuggling 
him through the gate was detect­
ed; but we also krrew that · if we 
got our Captain on our side every­
thing would be all right. I put 
him between two big boxes with a 
board over the top to sneak him 
througb. 
My captain called the Past 
Commander and got his approval 
to keep the boy; after doing that, 
the Captain turned him over to 
me to take care of. The first thing 
I did was give him a bath and 
throw 11.way · his clothes, which 
served only to cover his waist and 
part way to his knees. 
We put him into some of out 
own clothes ; then my toommate� ' 
and I mad'e him some l)lothing that 
he could wear until we could get 
some froth home. We worked for 
two weeks in off-duty hours sew­
ing with our crude in:;truments 
which c9nsisted of a' knife, which we 
used for scissors, a needle and 
thread. We finally got a suit to 
last until I got some clothes from 
home. 
When I was discharged, I hated 
like everything to leave him: 
When my butfit finally breaks up, 
the boys think it may be possible 
to bring him to the States. He has ' 
picked up enough English to be 
able to go to school. 
burnil\g spn and ever IJlowiing 
wind stram11 his nervous sys­
.tern to the breaking point. 
He paints from early 1 'orning 
until late at night, sometimes 
even working by moonlight. The 
bright sunshine permits his use 
of yellow · to an extent heret-0fore 
undreamed of in European art. 
He labors continually to put down 
on canvas all that his ever� fiber 
calls 'upon him to expr.,ess. 
The small allowance his devoted 
brother is able tci mete out to him 
permits his living in a good-sized 
house. · He subsists almost solely 
on coffee, tobacco, and absinthe. 
The sun burns d£ep into his scalp 
anci he becomes bald. But all this 
passes unnoticed in the fervor of 
his work. 
Later he bec�mes conscious of an 
intense loneliness. He prevails up­
on Gauguin to join him in Aries. 
Gauguin comes but, always the 
eternal sadist, he berates cruelly 
both Vincent and work. This brings 
about Vincent's even"tual nervous 
l°llapse. 
, Jn what I'm certai n is ·one 
of the most powerful scenes 
in literature Vincent slices off 
his own right ear and presents 
it to a prostitut�. in lieu of 
five francs. The resulting 
taunts and jeers of the street 
u'rchins cut deeply into liis 
brain and cause him at times 
to behave · like a madman. 
The villagers force him from 
their midS't and he voluntar­
ily enters an insane asylum. 
The inmates of the asylum, to 
all intents and purposes, are 
·dead. They are afraid to read, to 
think, to talk-for fear that any 
exercise of emotion, be it ever so 
slight, might agg:M.vate their vari­
ous individual nervous upheavals. 
Vincent paints to keep himself 
distracted and not to become aio 
the others. As soon as he has niade 
certain that his fits occur with 
unfailing regularity every three 
months he rejoins his brother in 
Paris. 
He covers the walls of his 
Only for a Day or Two 
By Harold Zimmack 
MANY TIMES I have thought 
about the days when I worked 
.on a big cattle ranch in Seligman.. 
Arizona. 'rhe war had taken 
i,iany cowboys off the ranches and 
help was scarce. The foreitian 
soon .found that I understood live­
stock and could handle them well ; 
hence it wasn't long before I took 
over the regular duties of a full­
fledged cowboy. , For a young fel­
low who had spent all his life in 
and around Chicago it was, to say 
the least, a rE'al tqrip. .What fun 
it was to work in the round-up ; 
why it wasrt't work at all. It was 
fun; just like being in a rodeo. 
Shivers ran up and. doWn my 
spine every time I chased a wild 
maverick. In rough fountry, with 
my horse running \wide open, one 
misstep would end in a dangerous 
fall. ' 
I had my share of accidents and 
lost a few rounds with bucking 
horses, but ab"lays seemed to be 
none the worse, except for a few 
scratches and bruises.. The entire 
<Jay was fiall of excitement and 
new silprises; every day was ac­
tion llacked . . 
Then there was the quietness 
and peacefulness after the day's 
work was over. There were many 
beautiful things that l>ro4_ght each 
dfly to a perfect end. Did . you 
ever see a western sunset or swell 
yyur lun!f with crisp clear' moun­
tain air ? Did you ever unroll 
your bed under a \>ig pine then 
settle back and gaze at the stars 
and listen to the sounds that ecbcl 
froin 'the canyon walls ? Way off 
1n the distance a stray>calf is moo­
ing fo.r his mother. Now some 
horses are fighting again ; it 
�unds like Midnight again. He 
certainly is a .mean horse. All is 
quiet now. I'm sleepy. There's a 
rustling sound close b)". Maybe 
it's a snake. I would give any­
thing to be back · on tlie ranch 
again only for a day o\. two. 
brother's a.pa!tment, including 
bathropm, closets, and •nteroom, 
with his works, representing every 
'phase of his career-the crude 
sketches of the / beginning, the 
fruition of style, and the first 
signs of decadence. T� -0ne . man 
art show can be compared to the 
:final grand flourish of the mad 
Nijinsky in the Swiss hotel, just 
before he rela.psed into complete 
oblivion. 
· 
Although quiet surroundings 
and an aesthetic atmosphere 
are provided for Vj11icent, he 
finds tliat he has lost his power 
to create. He has nothing , to 
say ; he has burned himself out. 
J( bitter despondency a!,lsails 
him. He has been a continual 
drain ' on his beloved brother's 
finances and thug far has been 
able to foist only one of his 
hundreds of Pllintings upon an 
unappreciative public. He rea­
lizes he has reached the end 
of the road and deals himself 
his own death blow�passing 
from a world which was pain­
fully slow to recognize . his 
genius: 
O�erall, the author's style is 
most i,idmirab1y suited to mood and 
tempo, He is very deft in' choos­
ing words and employing imagery 
to which the various senses of the 
reader immediately respond. For 
example; in describing the atmos­
phtje of the insane asylum he 
says, "And over the ward hung 
the fetid odour of decaying men." 
He sums up their resignation of 
,th,eir fate in this brilliant bit of 
imagery ; "Thefe came a time in 
�very man's life when lt was nee-. 
essary to ·fling off suffering as 
though it were a filtlry cloak." 
In my opinion the work's chie:f 
1mporta?)CE! lies in its definitive 
exp.osition of the artist's (using 
this tetm all-inclusively) credo. 
The elements which made Vincent 
what he was and the t:i:ibulations 
he had to undetgo coriespond to 
those of nearly all the creators 
and seekers after triith since man 
:first aclfuired reason. · , 
First, the creed of the artist, 
as it is related to his work is 
carefully indfoated in the fol­
lowing passages : "I can't 
draw a f\gure," he said, "with­
out .knowing all about the 
muscles and tendons that are 
Hiside it. And I can't draw ,a 
By James W. 
I HAD been fishin� 
before. It was the same 
and the same place• 
just .coming up ;  and th 
ed just enough of I 
�oolness to make the. 
ant. Today was no if 
any other day; yet I 
with an unaccountabl 
excitement. 
I ch0$e a spot off the 
of the lake, a spot that L 
ten fished. The wind w 
blowing from the sou 
turned the bow of. thfi 
to the north in order to 
ly down towards the i 
old dam. The world of, b 
coming to life about n 
There seemed to be ,a 
croppies feedfog on tl 1 
and every now and thell a 
would dive down at sornt u 
ate 'Qug which had fall• 
water. I selected a J ,  
and white jointed plu31 
gangs of treble hook'41 a 
Minnow �hich had provq 
in 'the past. I fasteneil 1· 
end of my leader and L 1 i 
practice casts out beyon,41 
of my boat. 
My arm being limber 
really began casting in 
cast my' plug in betwed 
, . , 
head without knowiDt 
goes on in that person) 
and soul. In ordei to 
life one must unders 
only anatomy, but whd 
pie feel and -th.ink abo 
world they live in. The 
er who knows his own. 
and nothing else will lur 
to be a very superfi 
tist." "When I paint a 
want it to make peop 
it revolving at a terri 
I 
of speed, giving off I i  
heiJ,t waves of tn· inc 
power. When I paint a 
field I want people to f 
atoms within the corn D 1 
out- to their final rn t 
burst(ng. When I p11rnl 
apple I want people to f ·I 
juice of that apple push' 
11-gainst the skin, the l' 
the core striving out a 
their own fruition." · 
Secondly : what quali 
found in the artist tha� 
.him different from/ othel 
The head of the lj.sylum 
this to Vincent thusly, "r lu  
no ar.tist is normal; if hd 
he wol1ldn't be .an nrtis� 'i 
men don't create work� 
They eat, sl�p, hold dom! 
jobs, and die. You are 1 p 
tive to liJe and nature; t}ia 
you are to interpret fol!! 
of us.' " Again this poin� 
trated by the folloWing: ti 
do without a wife1 a h 
children; he could do i lh  
and friendship and healthf n 
do without ' security, cornf 
food ; he could
. 
even do 
God. But he could not do 
something- that was i:r • 1. 
him1;3elf, which was his l I 
power and ability to crea 
·Because · of these traitlll 
and thinkers are so ofted 
misjudged. ' Their. pectiliaf 
or genius causes them to 
e:rally out of tune with the 
of their day. Either tb 
ahead of their time or art1 
less ( i. e; possessinlJ the' 
to' recognize basic truths I 
to all men of all times. ) Tbu: 
are made to suffer by a 
sighted public that is able tQ 
only strict conformity. In 
passages Vincent asks ti 
gre.tt  are so, maltreated in 
way that his questions l 
pleas or all the artists 
world for understanding. 
"Vincent thought of th� 
er$ of the earth, harassed, · \, 
titute, 'shunned and moc 
their fellowl)let1, starved 1 
t\ired to their dying day. 
What was their crime ? \ b 
their grea� offense that 
them outcasts avd pariah� ' 
"I knew that at botto• 
fairly true that a painter' is a: 
too much absorbed by 
eyes see, and is not r 
master of the test of his I' 
does that make him unfit! I 
in this world ? "  
• 
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A. Ambrose, Optometrist 
IYPOTHESES and theor­
·Jiave been advanced to ac­
for reading ' difficulties. 
igat.ors lay heavy em­
on t'eripheral factors (such 
etructure of the eyeball 
�erence) ;  others, on 
factors (such as mental 
and vision).  
wide Jrray of possible fac­
JeadiJMr difficulti�s has con-
1 t.o confusion in interpre­
in part because no one 
� hope to possess in each 
fields the deptJ4 of scholar-
1ssary for dealing with 
1pts involved. Further­
fopments in each field 
ific activity are taking 
:rapidly that inter-profes­
'eration has become a 
:h :professional study-
and mter-professional co­
'• mutual problems can 
be identified. Even a 
view of specialized areas 
lidicates a common basic 
thinking. Mechanistic 
which has dominated 
.I practice for genera-
1lowl y being uprooted, 
·owth in terms of Gest­
�guration, and/ or organ-
1ciples is being substitu-
1l, anat.omical, or mech­
imcepts of certain vision 
are gradually being dis­
In favor of psycho-physiol­
or !functional concepts. In 
.ny areas of human en­
lmuch as in the physical 
· I sciences) are being 
1ed by changing the em­
from static considerations, 
the ,structual entitles are 
t.o the stud,)r of dynamics. 
id in this direction is un­
le. This shift in empha-
lucing a common ground 
·ation and is opening 
s of research possibill-
Handicaps 
1ble Vision. The tendency 
1ble sometimes continues 
by the parent or teach-
15 jewela 
*2471 
s J e w e l r y 
er until the child is in serious 
trouble. 
2. Alternate Vision. A form of 
squint called "alternating squint." 
3. Subnormal Vision. Frequently 
caused by some cong�ntial defect 
or pathology. 
4. Neurological defects. Combin­
ation of visual difficulties and 
poor motor con\rol. 
5. Visual Inefficiency. Low. vis­
ual acuity and faulty binocular 
seeing. 
6, Occular Discomfort. Results in 
eye 'consciousness during attempts 
at sustained seeing activities and 
undoubtedly reduces visual effi­
cieJ?.ty. This type usually shows ., 
nothing wrong with "eyes;" the 
interference is not in the eyes but 
in the relationship which exists be­
tween accommodation ( s e e i n  g 
clearly) and convergence (seeing 
singly) .  A functional disturbance 
in seeing at reading distance. 
; 
Appraisal of Readiness to· Read 
"Informal test based upon read­
ing materials used in the class­
room and charts of faulty habits 
and difficulties observed when the 
child is reading provide the best 
basis for planning effective in­
struction. "-Donald B. Durreel. 
L Social Adjustment 
a. Attitudes \ 
b. Emotional stability 
c. Interests 
d. Work habits 
2. �ental Maturity 
a! General alertness 
b. Ability to. relate language 
experience 
3. Background of Experience 
� 
0 
" 
,. 
-:. 
.. 
\ 
a. Literature 
b. Information 
c. School experiences 
d. Home background 
4. Language Adjustment 
· a. Speech 
b. Language usage 
�· Reading and writing 
5. Physical Qualifications 
a. Visual sensation and per­
ception 
b. Auditory sensation a n d  
perception . 
c. Nutrition 
d. Glandular balance 
e.'J)entition 
f. Health habits 
6. Motor Development 
a. Rhythm achievement 
b. Balance 
c. Preferred hand 
d. Tracing difficulty • 
e. Manipulation of scissors. 
References : Bitts, Emmett A., 
Temple University Reading clinic; 
Durreel, Donald B., Yonkers on 
Hudson; Gray, Wi�liam A., Chica­
go university; Skeffington, A. W., 
Director of Optometric Extension 
program; Renshaw, Samuel, Ohio 
university. 
LINCOLN CLEANERS 
PHONE 234 
Neatness counts at college. 
Have that well dressed 
appearance 
I 
Intramural Pairings 
Set for January 
HAROLD W. KOLLENBACK, 
Eastern's newest addition to the 
coaching staff and director of 
intramural games, has announced 
a schedule and set of rules for the 
32 tl!am basketball league to abide 
by. 
The time has not been set for 
the first tip-off, however Coach 
Kollenback urged that all team 
managers consult the bulletin 
board in the Health Education 
building for their opponent of­
ficials and the time of their games. 
1. Any person enrolled in school 
is eligible to participate. 
2. No games may be postponed 
except through the intramural of­
fice. 
3. Teams not on the floor five 
( 5) minutes after scheduled time 
forfeit the game.· 
4. Two forfeits automatically 
drop a team from competition. 
5. There must be at least one 
referee on ll.and at each game. 
RUSKIJ'i THOMPSON 
AND SON MARKET, 
"Biggest Little Store 
in Town" 
FREE DELIVERY 
Will Rogers Theatre Bldg. 
PHONE 156 
PAGE THREE 
6. The referee must sign the 
score book and he must also list the 
final score ·as well as the names 
of the teams which participated. 
7. High school basketball rulfs 
will be used which includes four 
( 4) eight minute quarters. \ 
8. All piayers must wear gym 
shoes with rubber soles. No street 
clothes or shoes will be allowed. 
9. All spectators must remain in 
the balcony. 
10. Only ten (10) men will be 
allowed on each team's roster. 
However, players may be added, 
dropped or traded up to and in­
cluding January 15th, 1948. No 
( Continued on page 6) 
THE CAMERA SHOP 
706 Jackson Street 
Charleston; Ill. Ph. 2305 
* 
EVERYTH ING 
PH OTOGRAPHIC 
FOR XMAS 
* 
WE BUY CAMERAS 
WE SELL CAMERAS 
WE TRADE CAMERAS 
�. .: : 
;· 
Yes ! We can feel the pu lse of the whole town • 
as we operate our  business each day. We know cou­
ples who are marriage-bound, newly-weds setting u p  
housekeeping . • .  students cra m m ing for exa ms 
proud g randpops and g randm as, the bra n d  new dads 
and moms . . .  even the fellow who .wants to write 
poems som eday . . .  That's why we 're ta king ti me 
off fro m  the routine of service to tel l .you we're at home 
m saying, '. 'Merry Ch rlstmas to you, one and al l !" / 
OWL WALGREEN AGENCY. 
DRUG STORE 
EAST SIDE SQUARE CHARLESTON 
-.ttav• "  
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Round and Round 
N ew.s S u rvey Bri n gs l n te res �i n g 
An swer to Pictu re Q u esti on  
IT TAKES more than brains to log-roll in Social Science 234 . . .  It takes 
judgment--and undoubtedly a bit of nerve. Dusty Rhoads !las the 
answer for timely questions which arise from time to time in that class. 
For instance, Dusty was a bit dogmatic in declaring that he knows of 
a race of people called "Asiatics," . .  Phil Balcerzak has the same 
idea, only applies it differently, by quoting that "much learning doth 
make thee mad." . . .  Neal Hudson, 
whose name is spelled s-p-o-r-t-s, 
might be nearer the solution by 
claiming that "If I was going to 
start a college, the first t-fing I'd 
build would be an athletic build­
ing and then a smoker. Then I 
might consider other buildings, and 
after that some books. Then 
finally, if I had enough money left 
I'd hire some teachers." 
Neal is a man of the world 
among teachings, and a man of 
learning among men of the world. 
. . . But if a ,Person's future de­
pended upon teaching, as will 
Emily Doak's, then perhaps more 
stress upon the importance of edu­
cation would be necessary . . . 
Mark Twain says, "Training is 
everything. The peach was once a 
bitter almond ; .  cauliflower is noth­
ing but cabbage with a college ed­
ucation" . . .  �Jack JIIaines adds 
that it makes a lot of sense but 
"its an old tale which everybody 
already knows." . . . June Hanks 
• does not express herself too clear­
ly in concluding with, "In time the 
barbarious man will bear the 
schoolmaster." 
Last week the News conducted 
what they called a "personal 
poll." In the survey about 400 
students, the exact number will 
probably be released later, ware 
reache# in order to ans�r ques­
tions regarding the News. One 
·question in particular recalls one 
particular - answer. Asked what 
four pictures were on the front of 
last week's News a bombastic 
soul answered that they were 
HRH, REZ, Bud Adams, and Hud­
son. After questioning the buf­
foonerishness of the answer the 
character finally admitted he 
didn't )mow whose pictures ap­
peared on the first page, but 
thought the answer was logical. 
One thing, among hundreds, the 
poll did show, that being the pop­
ularity of one HRH. He has as 
many friends as enemies, but his 
popularity is unquestioned. John 
"Bashful" Sullivan reminds the 
typist that "Popular applause 
changes with the wind." . . .  John 
tries to impress upon all that those 
who are applauded today aie for­
gotten tomorrow . . . Sports . �re 
often reminders of the authenticity 
Qf the statement . . .  College of-
Sharp Speaks at 
Social Studies Confo 
A CONFERENCE of the National 
Council for the Social Studies 
was attended by eight faculty 
members and students of Eastern 
at the Jefferson hotel November 
27, 28, and 29 in St. Louis. 
Those who attended were Dr. 
Charles H. Coleman, Dr. Morri­
son Sharp, Dr. Bryan Heise, Miss 
Lena Ellington, Mr. LeRoy Gruen­
"\ald, Tom Rothchild, Gail Lath­
rOp, and Evelyn Sperry. 
' Dr. Sharp spoke on "The Pres­
ent Status of Research in the .So­
cial Studies." He brought out the 
fact that there has been almost 
no research in the end-products of 
social study as they affect adul� 
conduct. 
fers, not the opportunity, but the 
scope of a field large enough for 
those people who seek popularity 
to obtain it in some form or an­
other . . The replusive part about 
this, however, goes back to what 
little John Sullivan says about ap­
plause changing w)th the wind 
. . . Popularity is unstable. 
Revised Quotations 
At .the begilmin� of the 9uarter 
he bounded out for high grades, 
and nothing less than "A's" would 
content him. But by the end of 
the quarter "C's" would do. 
That man is the poorest whose 
pleasures are the highest. They 
do not disapprove that do not 
show their disapproval. 
Some Similes 
As Mephistophelian as Pem hall 
on Saturday nights. 
As dubious as the opening of 
the cafeteria after vacation. · 
Always the 
Perfect Gift 
FINE PHOTOGRAPHS 
from 
R YA N_' S  
l 'hone !l98 South Side Square 
P R O F E S S I O N A L C A R D S  
DR. O. E. HITE 
DENTIST 
First National Bank Bldg. 
Office Hours, 9 :'o0�4 :30 
Office Phone 350 
DR. WARREN C. 
HUCKLEBERRY 
OPTOMETRIST 
Eyes Examined-Glasses Fitted 
Lenses Duplicated 
HUCKLEBERRY BLDG. 
Phones : Off. 808, Res. 1808 
CLINTON D. SWICKARD, M.D. 
MACK W. HOLLOWELL, M:D. 
Physicians and Surgeons 
Hours by Appointment 
6041,2 Sixth St. ­
Office Phone 30 
Res. Phones 770 - 403 
DR. DEAN A. AM.BROSE ' 
OPTOMETRIST 
Eyes Examined-Glasses Fitted 
Visual Training 
North Side of Square 
Phones _ 325 and 340 
DR. C. E. DUNCAN, M. D. 
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat 
Eyes Examined-Glasses Fitted 
N. C. IKNAYAN, M. D. 
Charleston, Illinois 
Phone 69 501 Jackson 
Residence 380 
Hours by Appointment 
DR. W. B. TYM 
DENTIST 
Charlest<>n National Bank Bldg. 
Phones : Off. 476; Res. 762 
G. B. DUDLEY, M. D. 
Office Hours, 1 : 00 to 6 :00 
51 1 %  Jackson Street 
P. B. LLOYD, M. D. 
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON 
Eyes Examined-Glasses Fitted 
Linder Bldg. 
Phones : Office 94; Res., 694 
Hours by Appointment 
Office and Res. Phone 12 
803 Jackson Street 
' 
Reinhardt Writes 
For Normal Alu mnus 
DR. EMMA REINHARDT has 
written an article entitled "Old 
Problems in New Settings" for the 
Alumni Quarterly. This article ap­
pears in the November issue of 
that magazine, a publication of 
the Illinois State Normal univer­
sity. 
"Old Problems in New. Settings" 
deals with· three problems that 
must be solved if the schools are to 
be successful in educating for 
world pe*e. 
The fidt problem is the one of 
the affordance of equal access to 
education to youth, the second is 
that of the provision of suitable 
· curricula, and the third is the one 
' of the procurance of the teachers 
demanded by free people. 
Dr. Reinhardt further states 
that •'education is the final weap­
on against the enemies of human 
welfare," necessitating the solu­
tiqn of old problems in new set-
tings. \ 
Anfinson Pens Article 
On Vets in College 
DR. RUDOLPH D. Anfinson is au-
thor of an article "The Veteran 
in College,'• which appears in the 
November issue of Illinois Educa­
tion. 
The article, a review of the GI's 
three years in college, points out 
the fallacies of the pessimistic 
predictions made before the pas­
sage of the GI bill. . Such predic­
tions dealt with the curricula and 
tradition of schools under the pro­
posed program. The veteran's in­
terpretation of goveirnmental sub­
sidisatiou for education was also 
predicted. 
The author concludes that the 
program has been successful, that 
the veteran's contribution to the 
professional life of America should 
be invaluable, and that the veter­
an's "maturity, experience, and 
sacrifice have made him a better 
student and .a finer citizen." 
GET YOUR 
JOH NSONS 
CHOCOLATES 
AND 
HOLI DAY SPECIAL ' 
I CE CREAMS 
AT 
G R E E N 'S 
HOME MADE 
I C E · C R E A M  
Just 4 Doors South of the 
Square . on Sixth St. 
WELCOME 
Students c;mt 
WHIT 'S 
The Home-of 
Art Supplies 
1. Brushes 
2. Oil Colors 
3. Water Colors 
4. Charcoal Paper 
5. Water Paper 
6. Pastel Colors 
7. Prang Te
.
mpra Colors 
602 6th St. Phone 416 
Wednesday, December 1 
Giffin, Holley in 
Chicago for Meeting 
JAMES F. Giffin and Bert Holley 
attended the fourteenth annual 
Midwest Conference on Industrial 
Relations last Friday. The meet­
ing was held in Chicago conducted 
by the Industrial .Relations asso• 
ciation and the School of Busi­
ness at the University of Chicago. 
Theme for the meeting was "The 
1947 Transition in Industrial Re­
lations and the Beginning of a 
New Era." 
Grads Praise Eastern 
Teachers Olsen, Lord 
HIGH PRAISE from two Eastern 
graduates for teachers they had 
while attending. Eastern appeared 
in the December issue of the NEA 
Journal,. the ·  magazine of the Na­
tional Education association. 
Recently the Journal asked : 
What college teacher meant most 
to you in youl' professional prey­
aration ? 
Here is what Mabel Snyder, 
Eastern graduate and one of the 
most successful rural teachers in 
Illinois, had to say about Dr. Hans 
C. Olsen of the Education depart­
ment. "His ideas are not purely 
theoretical ; they can be carried 
out." 
Edward E. Hood, class of '19, 
who teaches industrial education at 
Evansville, Ind., has this to say 
about the late President Living­
ston C. Lord. "He reserved one 
class in psychology for 1his own in 
order to maintain the common 
touch. Happy the students priv­
iledge to avail themselves of his 
matchless instruction. 
EAST SIDE CAFE 
PLATE AND DINNER 
LUNCHES 
SANDWICHES 
SOFT DRINKS 
LIST & LIST, Props. 
' Bits from Business' 
Makes Appearance 
THE 
Business for 1947 was 
teq last Friday and mail 
urns· earlier in the week. 
Bits from Business is a 
graphed publication �m 
business students under thr 
vision of James F. G 
new faculty member in the 
ment. It is edited by J 
beck. 
It also makes known 
new courses that are peillf 
in the business curriculu� 
are Business Education 23 
term of advarn;ed aeco 
Business Education 142, 
ples for a successful buai 
ganizati.on; Business E 
246, basic essentials 1 of 
law and Business Educa · 
problems of advertising a 
eral selling. 
This business publicati 
tains past and fairly curr 
of its students and alums. 
..... 
McNutt Observes Pr 
AT THE annual Christmal 
last Wednesday th'e Art. 
president, John McNutt, w 
en a preview of what to 
when his new baby arriv 
new members gave the 
part of their initiation. 
VETERAN'S 
CAB 
SERVICE 
Call 61 
24 HOUR SERVICE 
Local 
service 
' XMAS GIFTS 
for ·Hiin 
• • • 
* 
BROADCLOTH SHIRTS . . .  
in Fancy and White 
By Arrow, Van Hensen, Wilson and New E 
Shirt Companies. $2.50 .and up. 
SCARFS . . .  
Rayon and Wool m Fancy and Plain colo 
$ 1 .00 and up. 
HANSE N PIG SK I N  GLOVES . . . \ Also all wool, leather Palm, and lined leat 
gloves, $ 1 .95 and up. 
TIES . . •  
By Cheney, Wilson, Arrow, Wembley in 
Fancy and solid colors-Rayon, Wool and 
Shirt companies. $2.50 and up. 
TIE AND HANDKERCHIEF SETS . 
by Wilson. 
Plain and Initial white Handkerchief's 
Arrow. 
Linder Clothing Co. 
- "' on the Corner 
cultivat1 
only sha 
1 destiny, 
homela 
love. 
orrow ti 
ey will 
'fields 
will hav 
ection 
will SI 
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• 
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dkerchief's 
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Same Stars Over Eastern 
Over M edellin ' . . .  Perez 
THREE months at East­
llarietta Perez, ,exchange 
from Medellin, Columbia, 
,tern students of her feel­
the college. Miss Peret 
to take advantage of the 
Jarship offered by the 
of·Illinois · Federation 
'D's Clubs. 
pretty lfut cold night af­
ihg my friend's house," 
" 1s, "I walked slowly to 
,n hall. I breathed with 
the fresh air. There were 
,ts, but the moon's ray il-
the solitary street. I 
iked at the sky filled with 
I was happy to see almost 
ones which are seen in 
was the same beautiful 
sky - the sky which 
I races, all ideas and 
llas not monarchy but free­
One of our famous poet"s, 
Valencia, said : 
good land which kills 
taltivates love, 
ealy shall thou fulfill ttiny, 
meland, one creed, 
love. 
llege-towers, standing in 
tJever-ending p r a y e r , 
a beacon. There were 
:hts inside, which symboli­
.idea of lighting up the 
of life. I 'closed my eye:.. 
sing through its doors 
kenerations which fill 
ow they will leave 
'1 will be scientists in 
'fields of science; their 
will have the complicat-
tion of government. 
will surpass in arts 
.ture. 
"thers will create a weal­
' cultivating the earth ; 
them will remember the 
,ter which developed 
and prepared them. 
because 
her in 
ATES of Kappa Pi 
'sday were Jack Burg­
ph Everson. Presid­
initiation was Eugene 
,ident. ' 
• 
Thompson to Teach At 
Northwestern in Summer 
DR. JAMES M. Thompson will 
teach two business courses at 
Northwestern during the coming 
summer session from July 28 to 
August ·7, The courses relate to 
improvements of instructions in 
secretarial and general business 
subjects, 
After teaching 'at Northwestern, 
Dr. Thompson will fly to San 
Diego to take up a naval assign­
ment. 
Whiting Attends Meet 
To . Organize State Art 
THE STEERING committee for 
a state art association met in 
Springfield on December 5. Dr. 
Mildred Whiting is co-chairman of 
the committee which worked out 
plans that were reviewed with 
state superintendent Mr. Vernon 
Nickell. ' 
This steering committee was set 
up during a meeting of all the 
Illinois art teachers held at West­
ern Arts school in Cleveland, 
Ohio last May. 
Further detaps for organization 
will be handled next November. 
Sig Taus Lose T.wo 
SIGMA TAU Gamma lost two men 
who finished their college work 
in the Fall quarter, and last night 
held their Winter quarter smoker, 
with 25 guests attending. 
Thomas Freebairn, of Pittsburg, 
Pa., PE major and social science 
minor, took up the duties immed­
iately as principal of the Peters­
burg Junior high school. 
George Crawford, of Rosamond, 
social . science major and PE min­
or, has no i�mediate plans. Both 
are veterans who attended East­
ern prior to the war. 
· 
LEE'S BARBER SHOP 
Southwest corner of Square 
F R O M. M E L 
' 
H A R D W A R E  
Sporting Goods Gilts 
Electrical Appliances Paint 
Dishes 
Glass 
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE 
-We extend an invita­
tion to all Eastern 
students to take ad­
vahtage · of the servic­
es rendered by this in­
stitution . 
.... 
National Bank 
Merry Christmayi 
Says Dr. Edith Haight 
On Leave in China · 
EASTERN HAS received a Christ-
mas card and letter from Dr. 
Edith C. Haight of the women's 
physfcal education department. Dr. 
Haight, on sabbatical leave of ab­
sence from Eastern for 1947-48, is 
travelling through China and Eur­
ope. 
Before coming to Eastern 
Dr. Haight was on the faculty ' 
of Grinling college, Nanking, 
China. She has made this in­
stitution the center of her visit 
in China, planning to travel in 
Europe later in the year. She 
will return in August, 1948, 
when the division of extension 
will offer a summer workshop 
1in LitchfM!ld. 
In her greetings Dr. Haight de­
scribes the view from the windows 
of her room ( which is heated only 
by the w,armth of the s1'1.n) at 
Ginling college : 
"In the foreground are the 
small valley farms with their 
neat rows of vegetables, still 
bright green like pieces of jade 
set into the· brown of the 
landscape. The many rounded 
mounds in the sloping nearer 
field� are Buddhist graves. A 
farmer with his bamboo carry­
ing pole across his shoulder, 
a child leading a slow-moving 
water buffalo, a goat boy with 
his flock, sometimes a funeral 
pro.cession add life to the pic­
ture. 
"In the distance the city 
wall zigzags across a corner of 
the picture with the Yangtze 
river beyond reflecting the 
light and the clouds. At the 
other side are blue hills with 
an occasional curved roof 
silhouetted against the sky." 
Dr. Haight also writes that the 
Gi'nling campus is quite like it 
formerly was, despite the Japan­
ese occupation. The structures that 
the Japanese built and left intact 
about the campus are now used as 
Say it with Flowers 
MAKE IT A HABIT ! 
Send lovely flowers 
often ! 
HELM'S 
FLOWER SHOP . 
Phone 39 
WILL ROGERS BLDG. 
· EARLY AUERICAI 
- �:r?f� 
( TA L"t U M  
> P O W D E R  
� 4 oz. 50/ 
> Cool requisitetoyoar 
� t 
feminine charm. Es:· 
quisitely scented with 
a flower bouquet, in• 
s p i red b y  a n  old 
S o u t h e ( n  garden. 
Companion fra• 
granre to Shu!ton's 
Old Spice. In a cylin• 
drical coctainer, ro­
mantically adomed 
with birds and e.ow• 
ers. 10 oz. size, $1.00, 
BLACK'S 
living quarters and storage space. 
One· is struck by the sim,ilar 
· conditions existing at Ginling and 
many American colleges upon 
reading Dr. Haight's greeting. 
The dormitories at Ginling are 
overflowing, with 20 students liv­
ing on the upstairs porches of the 
dormitories. A field day and 
founders' day have been celebrated 
since Dr. Haight's residence there. 
The former was begun by 'a 
grand march of the 440 students, 
and ended with the awarding of 
ribbons and banners to the w:in­
ners. A tug-of-war between the 
classes, volleyball, racing, and 
shot-putting were among the 
events. 
FoundirS day found many alu­
mnae back on the campus, a few 
of whom were students during the 
period that Dr. Haight taught at 
Ginling. 
Of the extension work of 
Ginling Dr. Haight writes that 
she visited a social service cen­
ter maintained in an outlying 
village. Here a nursery school 
is operated in addition to 
reading, writing, and sewing 
classes for older girls and 
. women. Night classes are soon 
to be held for the men of the 
village. 
Dr. Haight concludes her greet­
ing with the following paragraph : 
"Now Christmas is looming 
ahead and we are beginning to 
plan for the season's festivities. 
The days fly by much too fast. 
GATES BARBER SHOP 
Will Rogers Theater Bd. 
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70 Per Cent of 1 947 
Graduates Teaching 
THE NUMBER of students and 
alumni registered in Eastern's 
bureau of teachers placement in­
creased from 260 in 1946 to 276 
in 1947. F;rom these registrants, 
180 were placed in new teaching 
positions, 85 of whom were alumni. 
Out of the graduating class of 136, 
95 were placed in teaching posi­
tions. · 
Dr. Harry Metter is director of 
this bureau which also works with 
the students teaching high school 
and elementary school and over­
sees student teachers on and off 
the campus. 
This bureau not only serves the 
graduates and those who will ob­
tain certificates during the cur­
rent year, but also serves the alu-
(�ontinued on page 8 )  
This greeting should have been on 
its way at least two weeks ago, 
but it brings good wishes none 
the less sincere for 
YOUR "MERRY CHRISTMAS 
AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR" ! 
Men and Women 
REPAIRING AND 
AL TE RATIONS 
* 
S T E L L A  M I L L S  
on 6th Street Across From 
The Public Library 
MAPLE . HOTEL ' 
/ 
SERVING DAILY 
DELICIOUS STEAKS, CHOPS 
l and 
· CHICKEN DINNERS 
SPECIAL DINNERS PREPARED 
for 
CLUBS AND PARTIES 
By Reservation 
SPECIAL 
Cube Steak,. French Fries, Salad $1 
t 
OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL 8 :30 
HOM.E COOKING PHONE 338 
Bring Your Entire Week's Wash to the . 
LA UNDER-RITE 
In just 30 minutes the Bendix has 
finished your wash 
30c 
Per Machine Full with SOAP FREE 
All Automatic Bendix Machin� 
Open Daily Except Sunday From 7 a. m. to 8 :30 p. m. 
LAUNDER-RITE 
BASEMENT OF THE LA WES HOTEL 
Private Entrance on 5th Street 
CHARLESTON, ILL. , PHONE 2340 
HIT PARADE OF GIFTS 
Blouses 
Gloves 
Purses 
Robes 
Gowns 
Pajamas 
Make her happy with a gift from our store 
Dress Well Shop 
NORTH SIDE SQUARE 
>. 
• 
t 
( 
E' 
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Strong Indiana 
State Five · Faces 
Eastern . Thursday 
INDIANA STATE'S fighting 
Sycamores will invade the East­
ern campus tomorrow night look­
ing for their fifth consecutive win. 
After overwhelming their first two 
opponents, averaging 75 points a 
contest, the Fighting Irish of 
Notre Dame edged out the Hoosier 
quintet in a close decision. 
With ten returning lettermen 
serving as a nucleus of the squad, 
the Sycamores promise to make 
for an interesting evening on the 
Panther court. Of these ten re­
turning lettermen, one is a junior 
and the rest are sophomores. Five 
of these boys are former stars un­
der Coach John R. Wooden at Cen­
tral high school of South Bend. 
The Indiana State five wpn 18 
and dropped eight last seaso4i, and 
split a pair of decisions with the 
Healeymen. 
Pacing the returnee's for 
W ooden's cage combination 
will be last season's high-scor­
ing pair, Duane Kleuh and 
Lenny Rzeszewski. Kleuh 
scored 337 points last year to 
break all of the school's ex­
isting individ4al scoring re­
cords. 
Rzeszewski, voted last year's 
most valuable player, is an out­
standing defensive · man and is 
capable of hitting from any point 
on the court. Bob McDonald, 
speedy forward of Sycamore, will 
also be a hard man to handle for 
the Panther Cagers. 
A State 
Bob McDonald 
. scorer 
O 'Brien Calls For 
Boxers a n d  Wrestlers 
COACH MAYNARD O'Brien re-
quests all men who are interest­
ed in varsity wrestling, boxing, 
and Golden Gloves to report to him 
immediately as he has to make ar­
rangements and acquire equip­
ment. 
T H E  
CHATTERBOX 
i I �r;;� 1�\ � §\ --��--��1! I 
Appetizing Lunches I 
ACROSS FROM OLD MAIN 
For Afternoon Snacks 
Try Our · 
e SANDWICHES 
• SOFT DRINKS 
e SALADS 
J. M. Williams, Prop. Ph. 210 
' 
Eastern ' s  
Named to 
Dia mon d  Crew 
Champion sh ip 
EASTERN'S DIAMOND crew was 
named IIAC champio�s of the 
'47 season by the conference of­
ficers in a meeting held in the 
Sherman hotel in Chicago last 
Friday. 
The Panthers, with a record of 
six wins and two losses, were 
given the championship after the 
officers decided that they had 
played their double bill with Sou-
Loose-Jointed 
Len Rzeszewski 
. . . Hoosier 
Back the Panthers against 
State tqmorrow night. 
thern in good faith. Western car­
ried off second honors with a four 
won and two loss record. Con­
ference officers announced that the 
championship trophy would be 
sent to Eastern soon. The trophy 
will be pl.-esented to the Panther 
nine in assembly. 
The conference grid cham­
pionship was awarded to Sou­
thern, and Bob Miller,stalwart 
guard from Western, was 
named most valuable in the 
conference. 
Other announcements, by the 
conference officers included the 
naming of Carbondale as the site 
for the play-off of the track, ten­
nis, and golf championships, May 
21 and 22. • 
New rules and regulations 
governing conference activi­
ty were established at the con­
fere4e p�rley. The ruling was 
adopted that any student who 
has attended any one of the 
five conference schools and 
transfers to any other one of 
the five will remain ineligi­
ble for one year. Also innovat­
ed into the conference rule 
book was the ruling that any 
student who has signed or 
played with any organization 
affiliated with the National 
Baseball commission cannot 
play conference baseball. 
New conference officers were 
elected · at the meeting. Howard 
Ivers, associate professor of phy­
sical education at Normal, was 
elected president. Ray Hanson, 
athletic ·director at Western, was 
elected to the vice-presidency, and 
Dr. William H. Zeigel and Dr. 
Charles P. Lantz retained their of­
fices of secretary and treasurer J. 
respec\ively. 
CLIVE DICK 
PLUMBI'NG AND HEATING 
Plumbing, Heating and 
Sheet Metal Work 
TELEPHONE 295 
CAPPA-LEE FOOD MART 
STAPLES AND FANCY 
GROCERIES - MEATS 
FRESH FRUITS AND 
VEGETABLES 
708 Lincoln Phone 2190 
• 
LET US HELP YOU WITH 
Your Christmas Parties 
* 
I 
We specialize in deco rated cakes, special 
cookies, rolls, and bread.  Plea�e order ea rly so 
we may better s'erve you .  
* 
Keith 's Bakery 
PHONE 4 1 4 
Wednesday, December U 
Mil l ikin Bows 55-49 
To Pqntherss Wilson 
Leads Attack with 15 
THE BIG Blue from . Millikin fell 
in defeat at the hands of East­
ern, Monday evening, 55 to 49. 
Paced by freshman John Wilson 
of Paris, Eastern clicked with a 
fast-breaking offense, as Wilson 
caned seven field-goals and one 
free throw for 16 points. 
Working from an advantage 
much of the time Eastern was tied 
seven times the first half by the 
stubborn Millikin five. Three suc­
cessive baskets by Wilson within 
one minute surged Eastern ahead 
at the half-time 30 to 28. 
The second period opened with 
Eastern spurting to a quick eleven 
point advantage, the longest of 
the game. 
Eastern began stalling the game 
early and held possession of the· 
ball for the final four minutes of 
the game. The final score Eastern 
55, Millikin 49. 
The Eastern. "B" squad walloped 
the Millikin "B" in the curtain 
raiser · 60 to 31. Eastern, playing 
20 men, was led by John Hammond 
who netted 18 points. 
H U T T S  T A X I  
Fully Insured . 
Local and Distance 
Also . . •  
Fresh Popcorn 
Will deliver to parties 
P H O N E  3 6  
Intra mura Is 
changes can be made 
deadline and the ten men 
the intramural office. 
1. Terriors vs. Midsta 
17 Palm Boys vs. Lambs, 3. 
Bunnies vs. Wheels, 4. C 
vs. Globe Crawlers, 6. Cap 
Cagers vs. Chez Doty 
Flying Jets vs. Press 
Campus City Blue De 
Kappa Sigma Kappa, 8. E 
vs. A'mbraw Rockets, 9. 
vs. Bullets, 10. Casino Te 
Trailer Market, · 11. Sigml 
Gamma vs Barnstormers, 12. 
pus Cutups va. Oilers, 13. 
Bears vs. Flyers, 14. M 
Gamma Deltas, 16. Bob 
Polyatomics, 16. Ramblers 
jans. 
Welcome 
Students to . . . 
THE HOME OF T 
HAMBURG 
"BUY 'EM BY THE 8 
�rrry C!tqristmns 
' ( 
from 
MEADOW 
PHONE 7 
EAT AT THE . . . 
\ 
S NAC K BAR 
• BREAKFAST 
• PLATE AND DINNER LUNC 
• EVENlNG MEALS 
BURGER BASKETS . . •  ICE CREAM 
FOUNTAIN DRINKS 
Open Weekdays 7 :30 a. m .  to 7 p. 
JOE FENDER, Mgr. CLASS OF '25 
EAST OF FIRE HALL 
• ' I . 
A L E X A N D E R S  
saic 
c 
mu 
wa 
to 
•
•
• 
Servi• 
I N  
nus 
E CRE AM 
s 
ri. to 7 p. 
E R S 
.p '  
:most folks ar� gettin� 
1rn · spirit tho. It looks 
tour oJ Santa's work, 
down the main drag 
n lettin' the Christmas 
leen liiv'orkin' on this doll 
' �bout two weeks now. 
most finished. Solid 
H • do you think those 
·: Fer 'enough back ? 
1 : !\' .n try to make 
fer the kids. Guess it's be-
1llY boat. Jt was no.thin' 
•W mil . About five inches 
a iitick across and two 
.din' it in place. It 
a boat--not even 
•c I kept it fer years 
.use my grandad had made 
I JUppose that sort of 
got lompin' to do with 
.mas spirit, but it ain't 
,,t .,. by no means. 
sneans a lot.'' 
Jay, Joe ? "  
1 Yea, I suspect they 
tome Christmas spirit 
' li'hey'll get it one 
I heard Harry 
1r. I to play Santa 
rear, but they thought 
a big enough man for 
la j he'd need too much 
mrl the pork chop 
10me extra weiglht about 
· llligh." 
ht 'abput that, Joe. 
�y should have told 
_lristmas · same time 
tl>ld 'em about Santa 
liet he could ha.ve given 
•urate forecast of 
1947. Take old Barniey 
Got Llmost a complet.e 
the lliristmas tree m,r-; 
1 11 down the street· 
gh pioney on Christ-t 
to feed a gross of fami-� 
'stmas dinner.'' 
ou got me wrong. 
is �et 'every man Jabot 1 
own roke, and let him : 
.out sin cast the · first 
.t l!Way, Joe, it puts a 
in the face of conven-
t<> see \lvery man cele-
pwn manner. "  
· 
fust this. Up here we. 
1111ow for Christmas. 
·11 · shoot off fire-
1:n }lave no Christ-
a\n' lb-om what some of 
uid 'When they came 
llristians in the 
linust have some aw­
fays of celebratin' 
the pnly Christmas 
act tern beat on. Just 
I like to recall my 
l!nd how I used to 
iresome pup when 
.at lllstietoe.'' 
said a mouthful 
sure do get hepped 
It's a one-day 
yo n .. , T generation. 
·� l!On, ltonnie. When 
I was �actical and 
· , for Christma.s: 
I r. him how 
day. At 
talk and hinted at a 
Ile llidn't get till he 
)'ear he .r�eded a 
1ted a Buck RogePS 
r. A,. he started 
BO for Christmas 
hnts a �hemistry 
Jim Dandy 
lilow-what 
to do." 
there are a 
Some peo­
+f- - ant 
' 
sure means 
t · to a lot 
Well I'll see 
' Everard Thule's T rogic lricident 
I 
By Hal Hubbard 
EVERARD THULE had thought about it 
now for some time, and the . long�r he 
thought about it the more ob'Jious it became 
to him that a decision had to be reached. He 
was now sevel'\teen, he had a beard, and he 
needed to shave ; therefore Everard Thule 
went to the local druggist's and bought a 
razor. . , 
The razor which he bought was called a 
Quick-Ejector, because it changed blades 
with lightning rapidity, a simple movement 
of the hand ejecting the old' blade as a new one 
sljd in to take its place.Everard's father had 
one, although he never used it, , so Everar.d 
ktiew how it worked. He· bou$ht the razor 
and a magazine of one-thousana bladet,'I, made 
by the manufacturer expreasly for a· Quick­
Ejector. · 
Within an 'hour · after the purchase, 
Everand Thule began to undergo liis first 
shave ; for a maiden effort it did not go bad­
ly, and Everard congratulated himself· upon 
acquiring this masculine art with so little 
difficulty. He washed his face and toweled 
i� then set the magazine of blades to the razor 
' and made the simple movement which was to 
replace the dull, worn blade with a bright 
and �hining, new one. With his teeth set 
and his eyes closed he waited expectantly 
for the clatter of the ejected blade in the 
lavatory. 
He wa.iwd, but nothing happe;ned. 
With his ja\£ still tense and his eyes 
still closed his wrist flicked once more, but 
no metallic ring answered his effort. Ob­
viously the mechanism was failing to operat� 
properly. . 
He examined razor and magazine minute­
ly, and it was then that he made the great 
discovery which was to amaze and delight 
his youth, haunt and terrify his' middle years, 
and at last bring about pis dissolution and 
downfall. 
Three bla�es were gone from the maga­
zine ! On the side' was a little gauge which 
showed the number of remaining blades in 
the mag, and the figure now showed a total 
of 997. That would be . the blade with which 
he had s_haveq, and the two attempts he had 
made to repla<le rt. In all, three. 
Hastily he -examineq the floor, the bott.otn 
of the · bathti:tb, the clothes hamper and all 
the places where an ejected blade might have 
flown, for obviously two blades had been 
ejected and they must have fallen ·somewhere. 
His search however met with not the 'least 
success. 
. He resolved to work the replacing mech­
anism just once more, and this time he would 
watch. , 
Grimly and slowly he moved the wrist 
of his ' right hand, and Everard Thule watch:. 
ed. He watched and he saw. A new blade in­
deed came stnoothly into the head of the 
Quick-Ejector, but still the old blade did not 
fall. It disappeared. It disappeared. It dis­
�ppeared. 
On'ce more, even more slowly, but it was 
sure. As the edge of the old blade passed over 
the edge of the razor1 it disappeared. �e 
reachetl with his hand to touch where the dis­
appearing blade should be protruding, but it 
was more than simple invisibility, it was 
c'9Jl'nPletely gone. 
Everard Thule kept all to himself. Not 
that he wasn't htirsting to tell someone, but in 
truth he never .quite believed that it had 
happened, and he was always nearly certain 
that it would not happen the. next time he at­
tempted it. Still, it always did. 
The advantages of owriiIJ� such a razor 
are of course obvious. No old razor blades 
pile up to be collected and discarded semi­
annually. One does not cut one's fingers on 
old ra7;,Q! blfldes which simply vanish. Be­
sides, such a razor is pricelefls entertainment 
to a world-w,eary soul. Everard Tliule was 
very lfappy, and to all appeanances so was the 
razor . . . .  
Then the day came which Everard had 
so long expected, . It' had been .a try�g day 
at best, and Everard, feeling ill, had been 
permitted to leave his work and go home to 
relax. He walked into a meeting of his wife's 
bridge club instead, and for him the last 
solace left was to see the performance of the 
faithfOI Quick. 
With sheer hOrror in every fiber of his 
being, in the privacy of his own bathroom, 
EveraI'd Thule heard the clatter of a used 
razor blad� falling upon the floor. It was the 
first time he ever had heard tlie sound, yet 
instinctiV1ely, before he looked, he knew what 
had happened. A glance con.firmed it. The. 
Quick had ejected a blade-'-not into thin air, 
but out onto the floor where it still lay, very 
tangible and very real. · 
Quick!;' he tried it again, only to hear 
the same nerve-tearing clatter of the fallen 
blade. Again and again, and always the same. 
A h9rri&le suspicion awakened itself in 
· Everard's mind. He grabb.ed up the magazine 
which had dropped from his astonished fin­
gers. One look at the side of the case told 
him the terrible ' truth. On 'the side of the 
magazine did not appear the name Quick­
�jector, but the name of a cheap substitute 
blade. The insulted razor had refused to. 
stand for such numiliation and had balked. 
PerinaQently, for ·although Everard righted 
the wrong as quickly as possible with a car­
tridge of ge.nuine Quick-a, "the damage had 
¥ready been done, -and the aggravation was 
too deep for the razor's forgiveness. 
Today Everard Thule is a broken man, a 
drunkard, li\Ttng off free lunch bars and other 
.Charity handouts. His wife, believing him 
gead, is happily remarrf"ed, and· his "children 
has forgotteri.' He_ sits weeping with the 
ancient Quick clutched to his breast, and tells 
his story to an:y:one who will listen, but these 
are few, e'xcept for an occasional scientist who 
tries to' tell hitn about psychic aberrations. 
To them Everard does not listen. 
Old Bone Mouth ........ Time Pieces 
Beca.use timepieces are s� essen­tial to him, man has used his art 
to make them suited to his tastes. 
There are tiny, ornamented clocks 
beautifully. carved, and there . are huge clocks with weights and pen­
d�ums. Wate,l�es, too, may be ad­
crned with jlfwels to make them 
more decorative, or they may be 
very plain ·and practical with a 
sweeping !fecond hand fot greater 
accuracy. 
U �ontinued from page .2 ) 
pads and allowed it · to sink for 
about five seconds; and then I reel­
ed it in in short erratic spurts, all 
the while yvaiting heart-in-mouth 
for an expected "stiike." I had 
cast only four or five times, when 
bang-about five pounds of shim­
mering green backed, small-mouth 
bass shot out of his 'shadowy re­
treat and all •but yanked rod, reel, 
line, and plug ight out of my 
grasp. VP, up he came. 
With a tremenilous · shower of 
·spray, he broke water and furious­
ly shook his head at t_ne, trying in 
vain to throw the plug. Then down, 
down he went, this way and that, 
back and forth. Then up, up agam. 
The whole performance was repeat­
ed time and time again. All the 
while I busied myself retrieving 
line on my reel nd letting a little 
of it back out wben he made his 
long dashes. After fifteen or 
twenty minutes of this struggle, 
he tiled and allowed me to reel 
him in close to he net. 
Ah! There he w at last-
"Old Bone (..,--Mouth" as I had 
named him. I was 111 that I had 
hooked this me on several 
otber occasions but had failed to 
lam� him. Other fishermen had 
told me of hooking a fero'blous 
l in this same spot. Some 
tor ies even had him weighing 
twelve or .fift po'und . ow that 
By Frances .Doak 
WITHOUT REALIZING it, we 
live regimented, organized lives 
controlled by timepieces. From 
the tiniest watch worn on a lady's 
rm to the huge, somber face of 
"Bi Ben" atop {he Parliament 
building (n London, there are hun­
dreds of thousands of timepiece� 
ticll:ing off the seconds, m'inutes, 
and hours of man's existence. The 
harsh; loud ring of the alarm in 
the first early morning sound to 
most of us, and our first thought 
on awakeni� is of the time. 
Everything we dp is timed to the 
plit s�cond. 
I had the symbol of my previous 
defeats at my feet', igasping out 
his last minutes of life, ::: felt a 
pan of sympatby for this old 
"gamer" who had on so many an 
occasion out-fought and out-
marted all the local "�perts." 
I reached down and gently dis­
gorged the two hooks that held 
him. It seemed as if he looked up 
t me with his fiery-red eyes full 
of scorn and co'ntempt; then he 
gave a big flip with his tail and 
splashed into the water. I was so 
startled that I didn't have time � 
e disappoip�; and after I :rea: 
lized just what had actually hap­
pe d, I felt glad for "Old Bone 
Mouth." 
The use of the. timepiece is uni­
versal. Every occupation has need 
of it, The doctor, standing by the 
bedside of a patient, checks the 
feeble puls·e against the steady 
tick of his watch ; the athlete is 
timed as he crosses the finish line 
<ilf the race; schools dep-end upon 
clocks t'o regulate classes; and 
trains\ buses, and all. transporta­
tion move for'ward by watches and 
clocks. Homes are run by clocks, 
and even entertainment is timed. 
Every tick of the clock reininds 
us of the swift passing of time. 
The clocks and watches over the 
natio�, ticking off the seconds of 
our existence, keep fresh in our 
minds that : "Time marches on!" 
.)i�--11!!\\�=M����=!llik-
:!ltrry 
<!tqristmn.a 
The Star That Gleams 
B y  Harris Potter 
MY FAMILY has alway!t be;n a 
Christmas-keeping family, fill€d 
with secrets weeks beforehand. 
The last few '1ays are always a 
chaos of tissue paper, ribbon, and 
cards, with wild dashes out for this 
or that; a1'd we have on occamon 
called upon neighbors to conceal a 
puppy or something similar. Once 
I remember I received a bicycle. 
which proved to be quite a prob­
lem for my Dad to keep hidden. 
Then on Christmas Eve we trim 
our tree. We get our booces of old 
trimming!, add t.he new ones, find 
the ladder, set up the tr.ee and go 
to .work. And suddenly we aren't 
work-day people at .an; but build­
ers constructing an alter to the 
home as well as a glittering mem­
orial to the past, putting out our 
gifts for the present, aJtd addin,g, 
for fear we f6rget, the sheep, 
shepherds and the wise men from 
the East. 
For , a few days it stands there, 
gay an4 cheerful. For a few days 
the toys and gaily wrapped gifts 
lie about, and for a few days the 
Christmas cards come in. Then 
one ?ay it is all over. The needles 
have 'falen from the tree and it 
looks . neglected and dispirited, 
"Let's get it p-qt," someone says ; 
"9hristmas is over.'' 
That indeed is the trouble with 
people. For a brief exalted per­
iod we open our hearts and our 
billfolds, give to each other, to the 
poor, to the sic:k and the lonely. 
Then it is all ove.r and finished; 
and it is a work day or school 
day again,. and perhaps everyone 
for himself once again; 
I wish it could be possible that 
the Christmas spirit couid be kept 
aglow all year around, not for a 
few people or a few nations but 
for all mankind, and the words 
witA. which Dickens concluded his 
"Christmas Carol" would come 
true folr all : "God bless us, eve;r} 
onel" 
: / f 's Easy; 
You Can Do It 
By Marietta Perez 
THERE A.RE moments in life 
which change it comJJtletely. One 
of them occurred when t wrote the 
English test for my schola�hi,P. 
lt had been three or more years 
since I had studied the English 
languag�, and I had onl·y two days 
before the examination in which to 
i:eview my vocabulary. 
When I entered the academy, 
Mr. McCullough, the director, saw 
how afraid I was, and with great 
sympathy said in an expressive 
and kind tone of voice, "It is easy, 
and you can do it." Ftom that 
moment on I had confidence in my­
self. 
There. were fifteen men but' I 
was the only woman. All of us 
were worried. Life is a constant 
test to wh:ch we never pay atten­
tion. but this time it was import.: 
ant for us to pay attention be­
cause we knew exactly what the 
reward was. Pass�ng the test gave 
us a beOer chance for the scholar­
ship, 
Mt\ McCullough, master of the 
situation, but in a semi-serioue, 
semi-humorous manner and as if 
nothing very important was hap­
pening, began the examination. 
The test 'contained three parts : 
compositi-On, dictation, and com­
prehension·. As Mr. McCulft>ugh 
spoke we had to take notes and 
then tewrite his speeelt from our 
notes in order to show that we un­
derstood the spoken language. 
It seemed very hard, but I re­
membered hjs words : "It is easy.'' 
When I thought I was helpless, 
again I heard his voice : "You can 
.do it." 
Ten minutes before the tjme al­
lotted, I was able to harid him my 
finished te�t. With a q\}ick glance 
he skimmed its content!{, and i;;mil­
ingly his eyes expressed >approval. 
When I left the academy, I 
thought that I could have · done 
nothing without those simple 
words:  "It is easy; you can do it." 
� · � 
... 
• 
The Decision 
( Continued from page 1 )  
evidence. It was all on the books, 
licensed material. Dawson sptmt 
the town's money lavisbly and 
didn't 1*ther to cover up. The 
boys in the court house were play­
ing it dirty all the way from the 
mayor to the dog catcher ! 
On Saturday morning he began 
work. He rvoved the editorial 
column to the front page, framed 
it with a scotch rule, double col­
umn. Fred drew and made a cut 
of a cartoon depicting Mayor 
Dawson bleeding the ta'tpayer. 
Printed in the middle of the page 
above his edi)brial, it stood out 
like a one-legged chorus· girl. 
Ricky spent the afternoon help­
ing Fred turn out an extr five 
hundred copies. These sold, and 
they could have gotten rid of an­
other two hundred. "Good old 
yellow journalism," sighed David­
son, "It comes through every 
time." Mond�y morning brought 
a threatening letter from the may1 
or, but that afternoon another 
even more violent editorial and ca�­
toon graced the front page. 
Tuesday morning ten adverti­
sers cancelled their patronage. 
That afternoon five more called in. 
Davidson saw his crusade and his 
paper folding up. He wasn't big 
enough to get along without his 
advertising. He visited the mer­
chants. They were generally 
friendly and sympathetic, b u t 
wovld not renew even at a reduced 
rate. 
Old Ben Hartley, one of his few 
remaining suppprters and one of 
the most indep1indent of ·the inde­
pendent grocers, �et him straight. 
"Mr. Editor, you know puzjty well 
what's a goin' on, only seem's 
though you ain't a gonna admit it 
even to yerself. Mayor Dawson's 
crackin' down. He owns stock in 
half the stores on the square. He's 
gonna keep cuttin' prices and loos­
in' money til we all cancel our ad­
vertisin• or git run · outta 
business." 
Ricky toQk a deep drag' on his 
cigaret, then nodded. "I see. 
How !\bout .you, Ben ?" 
"I'll stick with ya, son, for 
awhile anyway. Can't keep it u? 
long, thoµgh. Hate to say it, but 
I'd rather eat than have clean 
politics. Before leaving the store, 
Ricky shook hands with the one 
friend he had in Hiltonberg. . 
He didn't eat much that night. 
Not even the endearing chatter of 
his wife or the gurgling child­
noises of little Saptmy in bis 
high chair could shake Davidson 
from his apathy. '.'Pour me an­
other cup of coffee, will you, 
baby ?' 
Carol complied, then set the pot 
. between them and frowned, "What 
is wrong, darling ? "  
He took his time about reply­
ing. After lighting a cigaret 
and pushing his chair back from 
the table, he told Carol about the 
whole mess. Two cups of coffee 
later when he had finished, he 
asked, "What do I do now, baby ? "  
"Whatever you want, Ricky; I'll 
stick by you. You can always g'o 
back to work in Des Moines. She 
reached across the table laying 
her hand on his. Sammy giggled, 
throwing away his spoon. · David­
son looked at his son ;ind wife. 
"I'm going · to take a driv· and do 
some thinking," he said. Rising, 
he slipped into his coat. Carol 
helped him, saying, "Don't worry, 
Ricky. We'll i:nake it; we have 
each other." He kissed her hung­
rily, almost fierc!!ly. 
Slowly: he drove past Maybr 
Dawson's house with its colonial 
architecture. Cars along the curb 
and blazing lights told him that 
Dawson was giving a party at 
which he would reiterate good 
government promises to his yes­
men. He drove past . his own 
place. One light in the front 
room revealed the silhoulette of 
Carol in the easy chair reading 
and waiting for him to come 
home. 
He thought it over. If he 
stuck with the Chrcfnicle he'd have 
to keep bis mouth shut/ but even 
if he lost the paper he'd n ver 
support Dawson. The · job was 
still open in Des Moines. It 
\ 
Memorial Doy 1947 
By Philip Nance 
This is a day memorial 
In the year, . 
When memory is quickened, and 
the grave 
Receives the luxury of an honest 
tear. 
Now many a field in flowered 
beauty stands 
With roses and dahlias and white 
strands. 
This .is a day memorial! 
Souls of kind, 
Return to us in liberty's own name 
And linger till our taps of life we 
wind. 
That angry smoke which swirled 
your lives away 
Hangs o'er us like a fateful pall 
today. 
This is a day memorial ! 
Our poor. play 
Is farcical to these courageous 
hearts, 
Who with their blood preserved 
this somber day. 
We bow our heads in silence, lest 
this be 
Another hour of shameful mock­
ery. ' 
Upon this day memorial 
Is it so 
That sagas of the young and brave 
are past; 
That wars will hence the need of 
brl'wn forego? -
However be it, we shall give this 
mound 
'Our deepest sentiment, our pray­
ers profound. 
Walnut 
H i l l  
By Dorothy McCandlish 
A GREAT 'part of my eighteen 
years }}as been spent on the 
same farm on which I was born.­
and it and the sutrounding farm­
ing community have taken on· 
deeper, more significant meaning 
each yeai:. I was very small in the 
dark days of the Depression· of the 
1930's, but I know that the farm, 
which has been in the hands of both 
my father's family and my moth­
er's family for at least five gener­
ations, sustained us in comfort. 
Because I enjoy thinking. of the 
"glories that were" and because 
the farm is abundant in symbols 
of an earlier time, it has a tOuch 
of romance for me. The barn, built 
by my mother's family during the 
Civil War, is held together by 
wooden pegs and square nails. 
• When I was nine years old, my 
great-uncle told me about our 
large house being moved farther 
.back from -the road. I could hard­
ly believe that our sunken iris bed 
had once been the site of a · deep 
well. I like to hear about such 
things as ·my father's planting a 
small walnut seedling in our frqnt 
yard by the mailbox. That was 
done :when he was ten years old, 
but even now the tree looks small 
when it is compared to the fine 
walnut treea..:_in our orchard and to 
the four magnificent ones on our 
spacious front lawn. There are 
a ·cedar tree and an ash tree in the 
yard also; but it is froni the -walnut 
trees that our farm gets its name, 
Walnut Hill. 
Before I s_tarted to school, 
Mother took many snapshots of me 
and my doings upon Walnut Hill. 
·1 can hardly recall when some of 
them were taken, but the scenes 
strengthen my conviction that a 
farm is the place to spend an early 
would mean night work again; no 
time with Carol and the kid, no 
time to watch Sammy grow up, or 
to drink coffee and talk over 
editorial policy with Carol. 
When he came in the front door, 
Carol met him with a kiss and an 
enco}?'aging smile. "Shall I start 
packing, Ricky ? " 
He brushed his lips across her 
cheek, and sighed, "No, baby, I 
guess we're staying here for 
awhile." 
Poem 
By Betty Bozarth 
I wondered through a cloud one 
day- \ 
Found myself in a c;ountry far 
away. 
A primitive sort of land it seem­
ed, 
And the air was damp and the· sun 
scarce beamed. 
A dank, foul odor filled the air, 
And the earth and the heavens 
were almost bare ; 
The trees were not like the ones 
I knew, 
And the birds in the sky were all 
too few,. 
No exquisite Music warmed the. 
ear, 
And even I Nature seemed ugly 
and blear·; 
No Art, · no Poetry, Dance or 
Song 
Brightened one hour 4lhe whole 
land so far. 
It was quiet there in th.at land so 
far ; 
I stamped my foot-none felt the 
jar ; 
No htlman heard by resounding 
cry ; 
The dwarfed shrubs quivered as 
I passed by. 
I walked and walked and walked 
that day, 
And the pebbles they'd bounce and 
the streams ·they'd play ; 
But not so lovely as the ones I'd 
known-
The freedom and brilliance and 
beauty were gone. 
I have not been to that land since, 
That land where oppressi.ve Gloom 
is Prince. 
I like the sunshine · warm and 
bright 
To drive away the long, dark 
Night. 
childhood. There is, for instance, 
the snapshot taken of me while I 
slept near the house one summer 
afternoon with my head resting 
upon Collie, my . good dog and 
constant companion. How happy I 
seemed in another picture snapped 
as I �at upon a big pumpkin! And 
how I wish that photograph could 
also preserve the sweet 'fragrance 
of the white and the purple lilacs,.  
a fragrance I associate with spring 
rains. Very early, my mother says, 
I loved to go; when rain fe,ll, to a 
big lilac bush east of our house. 
• • • • • 
Some of my earliest recollec­
tions are of comm�ity parties 
near my home. Since mosj; of the 
people of the Cottonwood com­
munity have lived there a great 
part of their lives, everyone knows 
the others well, and it is natural 
that community parties are very 
enjoyable evenings. I remember 
clearly how disappointed I was 
because I usually ·had to go to a 
4-H Club meeting whenever a 
"grown-up" party was given. 
Their evening chores done, neig}t... 
boring farmers and their wives 
sometimes would come to our 
home in the winter for a party 
which included no children. I can 
remem\>er se·veraL Sunday School 
picnics held at different city 
parks each year. These genqaily 
resulted in tired youngsters with 
hands blistered from · holdlhg too 
tightly to chain swings. I eagerly 
looked forward to the Ladies' Aid 
meetings at my home in the sum­
mer. My playmates and I were not 
in school, and we ertjoyed these op­
portunities to play together. Be­
sides, the women served such· 
tempting desserts as Heavenly. 
· Salad. The Ladies' Aid also spon­
sored Hallowe'en parties that were 
high points of interest for a week. 
• • • • • 
My experiences on the farm 
have taught over and over many 
of the truths that need to be prov­
ed to many people. Having a farm 
background, I have had much evi­
dence that we are more de�ndent 
on God than most people care to 
admit. Farmers put seed into the 
earth, but never do they have ap.y 
false ideas about their ability to 
produce a harvest by themselves. 
We of rural sections know that 
there are many things we cannot 
prevent, but all things work for 
good in some direction". When even 
I 
Hi Ho Co me 
To the Fa ir 
By Janet Finlayson 
THE ST ATE FAIR is a cross sec-
tion of America, relaxed and 
having a wondetful time. The air 
rings with the clamor of shouting 
people. The bl!.rkers are announc­
ing the outstanding v!llue of their 
show or product; the pipes of the 
merry-go-round gaily whistle their 
tune like an impudent over-grown 
tea-kettle. The shrieks of people 
subjecting themselves to tne dare­
devil rides blend in with the gen­
eral hubbub to create one of life's 
most pleasant symphonies,'  
The colors are present · in such 
fury that they would be eneugh to 
blind some unsuspecting eye. The 
twisting multi-colored banner� 
characteristic of every fair, wave 
t)leir arms from every direction, 
while the costumes of the carnival 
fcrlk light :up the grounds, makinJ 
one think of the lights on a Chis(. 
mas tree. 
The fair is fun. You can read 
this ih �e rapt faces of small 
children, as well as in the glowing 
ones of adults. It makes no dif. 
ference where you are from or 
who you are·; you are soon ·swept 
into the treniendous tide of holi­
day spirit that reigns. You can 
see young children gazing at the 
guady sideshows in open wonder. 
You can see young couples, strol­
ling hand in hand. You can see 
couples with small childreq walk­
ing slowly to set an easy pace 
for the little ones. You can see 
elderly men and women, tired, and 
perhaps resting a little, here and 
there. 
The fair gives young and old 
alike a chance to relax and, fQr an 
afternoon, to identify themselves 
with the devil-may-care attitude 
prevalent at the fair, for it's 
fair-time. 
A Tree and a ·Person · 
By Rae Louise Delap 
EACH TIME I look at a tree I 
see some type of person. The old 
gnarled tree on the hill brings to 
my mind the tottering old man 
who has weathered the impact of 
time and hardships. My spirits 
rise when I see the beautiful 
straight tree that tenderly and • 
gracefully "lifts its leafy arms to 
pray." 
The tall unfrjendly tree reminds 
me of an unfriendly person who 
tries to be dignified aqd can see 
no one but those on his level. 
So�� people have a much broadet 
o'utlook on life, as some trees 
seem to have. 
The uncooperative person, or 
the contrary person, co�ld be com­
pared with the tall pine tree that 
doesn't bend like the others in a 
strong wind. The poor tree that 
is almost leafless gives the ap­
pearance of a bald-headed man, 
while the Weeping Willow could 
be compared with a lovely woman 
combing her long flowing tresses. 
our best is .not sufficient, there is 
no reason to fret about things thiit 
worrying will not help. I believe 
that in most cases the children of 
farmers are closer to their parents 
in feeling and thought than are 
the children of those in most other 
professions. My sisters, brother, 
and I realize why Dad is dis­
couraged because rain is threaten­
ing when the hay is rig.ht for' 
baling. Doiitg any work, no matter 
how trivial or difficult, ls second 
nature for us children of the soil 
if it will aid our parents in their 
struggle td tr\umph over the forces 
which they cannot cont,ol. We 
respect our lfathh for his conrage 
in the face of hard times. Because 
of the manifold, demanding duties 
that Mother faithfully performs, 
we admire and I'espect her great­
ly. 
Life at Walnut Hill has given 
me many pleasant memories and 
associations, and I expect to have 
more good times on the farfil:. Not 
only has it given me the best 
childhood I could have ever de­
sired; but it has taught me many 
lessons I c.ould have learned no 
where else as easily: 
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